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FOREWORD

The Air and Space Academy is multidisciplinary and European. It has no

direct responsibility in public affairs but cannot disregard them completely. In

its statutes, the Academy’s aims are “to encourage high-level multidisciplinary
thinking, support excellence in the areas of air and space, promote and enrich
our scientific, technical, cultural and human heritage, diffuse knowledge and
be a focal point for activities”(1). 

We are witnessing a trend within European societies towards over

protectiveness and the resulting notion of “zero risk”. France in particular is

alone among its fellow nations in having written the precautionary principle

into its constitution, even if this notion is officially limited to the environment.

There has also been a marked evolution in the French legal system towards the

systematic search for a guilty party at the slightest suspicion that an event may

have been caused, directly or indirectly, by an element of risk-taking. 

Such a change in mentality, and the fear it engenders, can put a curb on and

even bring to a halt certain aeronautics and space activities that are

indispensable to the progress of our society. And yet, for the past century, the

aeronautics community followed by the space sector have been busy

developing a robust safety culture, although this seems to have escaped the

attention of the media and therefore the public. This safety culture also exists

in other recognised “high-risk” sectors such as the nuclear and many chemical

industries. Caution is the byword in these industries and a precautionary

approach is in fact omnipresent, one that aims above all to find the best

preventive strategy and not to totally eliminate all risk. The obsession with

finding a guilty party where none necessarily exists must therefore be

abandoned. 
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In order to clarify these notions and avoid overblown positions, the

Academy organised a national conference(2) on “Risk-taking: a human
necessity that must be managed” from 4 to 6 February 2008. The subject is

obviously multifaceted and the conference brought together operators

accustomed to taking risks in different fields to discuss the various issues:

major industrial development programmes – especially in aerospace –, surgical

operations, risk taken in one’s own name or in the name of third parties, risk-

taking and the legal system, etc. and on the notion of the precautionary

principle. It aimed to place human beings back at the very heart of the question

of risk-taking. 

For two years the Academy worked at the organisation of this conference.

It was decided to base it around clear, concrete themes, which were elaborated

over time by a highly motivated programme committee. The conference

substantiated these choices and opened up other fields of investigation. 18

presentations provided a framework for discussions and exchanges between

lawyers, doctors, mountaineers, psychologists, test pilots, astronauts,

specialists from the nuclear industry, the military, regulatory bodies, top level

skiers, company directors and politicians on the subject of risk-taking. The

central themes were: cohesion and lack of cohesion of psychological and legal

aspects, the preparation of high-risk operations, risk and responsibility,

individual and collective risk, risk and organisation and industrial risk-taking

within large companies. 

The role of the media was briefly touched on during the conference: it is

vital that this issue be brought into the public arena. Since the Academy’s

analysis of the role of the media in its Dossier 15 “Media and safety in air

transport” in 2000, habits have scarcely improved; it would be particularly

useful if ideas expressed in the present dossier could be assimilated and

promoted, even if such a publication does not constitute a “news story”. 

RISK-TAKING
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the other Academies who supported us in this initiative – the Académie Nationale de Médecine and the

Académie des Technologies – as well as the National council for engineers and scientists of France CNISF. 



PRESENTATION

This dossier presents an initial analysis of what was said in the course of the

conference, outlining the various points of view. This analysis does not reflect

the Academy’s opinion but that of the speakers and participants. In particular,

certain statements can be contradictory. We have left them in place in order to

stimulate debate.

The wealth of exchanges, presented here according to topic, led the

Academy to launch a more detailed study to look beyond these themes and

tackle the question at the heart of risk-taking and risk management as it is

presented to society and perceived by most people. A commission is to be set

up to look into this question. 

We therefore decided to stagger our action. First the analysis presented in

this dossier will serve as a basis for wider reflections, both on an academic

level and within society as a whole. Then the commission will endeavour to

distil some wider conclusions from the different works of the Academy in this

area. 9
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-1-

OPENING ADDRESSES AND

GUEST SPEAKERS

Speakers: 

� Georges Ville, President (2007-2008) of the Air and Space Academy

� Guy Boy, Conference Chairman, Chairman and CEO of Eurisco,

member of the Air and Space Academy

� Henri Leclerc, Lawyer at the Paris bar, on “Defending and judging risk-

taking”

� Daniel Loisance, Professor at Henri Mondor hospital, member of the

Académie nationale de Médecine, on “Risk-taking in heart surgery”

� Bruno Pellicier, Mountain guide and former President of the Syndicat

national des guides de montagne. Currently President of the

International Union of Mountain Guides Associations, on “Precautions

and risks in mountaineering”

� Manu Gaidet, Triple World Free Ride champion, on “Risk-taking in

extreme skiing”

Risk is a human necessity 

Taking a risk means choosing between several options in order to move

forward. Risk-taking is a right, but also entails duties: that of anticipating its

consequences, particularly on others, and that of proper preparation… When

Louis Blériot crossed the English Channel for the first time on 25 July 1909,

he took a calculated, well-prepared risk, as did Jean Mermoz in the first flight

between France and South America. Technological evolution has always

involved a series of risks. From Eole, the flying machine designed and flown

by Clément Ader at the end of the 19th century, to the Airbus A380, a multitude

of decisions have been taken so that each successive technology attains an
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adequate level of

maturity. Many

accidents took place

before aviation became

the safest means of

transport of the planet. We are now so used to flying without worrying about

the risk that we often forget that there is no such thing as zero risk! In spite of

this slight risk, the number of aircraft in European skies has increased by 4.5%

per year on average in the past twenty years. And even if the current global

crisis would seem to suggest that this

growth rate might not be sustainable,

the crucial issue of congestion in

large airports still remains

unresolved. This issue forces us to

look for new ways of improving

safety, which can themselves raise

new safety issues, a vicious circle

which requires operators to

constantly keep abreast of the

necessary expertise. 

One cannot explore, innovate and discover without taking risks. Human

exploration of the Moon required risks to be taken. We have developed systems

that analyse and manage the risks they themselves are likely to generate.

Nuclear energy is one example: the viability and safety of nuclear energy

stations has been studied from every angle. In this case the risk taken is for

others, just as the surgeon takes a risk in order to save their patient in

unexpected or highly unstable situations. We are often called on to take risks to

help or save others. This is of course the case for fire-fighters or Canadair pilots

battling to control a forest fire. Lastly we can take risks for pleasure, or for

personal achievement, like mountaineers who open up a new path or succeed

in climbing Everest. 

Risk, alternatives and choice

The Larousse dictionary tells us that risk is a potential danger or difficulty

to which one is exposed. The concept of risk is linked to the notions of liability

and insurance. When an individual takes a risk, there exist some elements

which by definition are not completely under control. Minimising risk involves

reducing to a minimum both the number of these elements and their level of

dangerousness. 

RISK-TAKING
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The decision making process

involved is mainly that of abduction, one

of the three forms of logical inference,

along with deduction and induction. It

consists of making the hypothesis of a

consequence and then proving the

inference (A B) leading from a premise

A to the consequence B. The mental

process of abduction, notably the choice

of the correct hypothesis, is closely

linked to pragmatism, intuition, expertise

and skill. Charles Peirce defines

abduction as the process of constructing

an explicative hypothesis and maintains that it is the only logical operation by

which to introduce a new idea. Airbus’s fly-by-wire flight controls were

revolutionary in transport aircraft. The designers at the time set up a process of

abduction. Of course, this choice gave rise to a number of deductive processes

which contributed to rationalising and proving the pertinence and viability of

the system. For instance, one might seek to deduce

how to make an aircraft lighter, facilitate operator

training, protect against external events or human

error. Initial abductive processes, and the rational

deduction processes which follow, are guided by

general objectives related, for example, to operational

economics, safety, performance, comfort and

training. It is the state of knowledge at a given

moment which provides the basis for the choice and

implementation of these processes. The definitive

choice of fly-by-wire controls resulted in fact from

reasoned and deductive choices as regards specific

objectives such as weight reduction, simplicity, the

advantages of protecting the flight envelope and the

homogeneity of the different training courses. 

Where is risk situated? 

The conference proposed a review of questions and

experiences on risk-taking in different areas in order to

show that risk is everywhere in our society (including the

world of finance as we have recently seen). Everyone does

not have the same attitude towards risk: is it riskier not to

OPENING ADDRESSES
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wear a safety belt or to smoke? It was statistical studies on death rates and the

set of probabilities they generated that led to the legal obligation to wear a seat

belt and the ban on smoking in public places. 

Risk, the law and freedom 

The precautionary principle has been formulated and incorporated into the

French constitution. Although officially limited to the environment it in fact

has wider repercussions. Whilst it does not formally outlaw action, it has a

tendency to block certain actions that are not only useful for scientific progress,

but also for our survival. In any innovation, there is a share of uncertainty that

can generate victims. Nowadays the judicialisation of our society has led to

patterns of conduct in which victims require certainties, demand guilty parties.

The issue here is that of making decisions in uncertain circumstances and of the

state of knowledge that exists at the moment of the decision. Anyone taking a

risk must envisage the consequences of their decisions in the light of the

knowledge at their disposal. How far can one go to further science, technology

or any other area on behalf of mankind, whilst at the same time respecting laws

in force? Equally one might question the aptness of the laws in force. “To live
is to choose and therefore to continually risk making the wrong choice. But the
risk-taking that we must observe today is that which can lead to consequences
for society or for others.” Moreover “… risk… is the price of freedom… a
society which proscribes risk-taking will inevitably become moribund. A
modern society’s only defence against risks is to predict them, contain them
and socialise them via insurance mechanisms, whether private or public; the
question is one of controlling risk-taking, not of banning it.” 

Recently a new type of player has appeared: the victim. “Victims require
accountability. They need to identify those responsible for, or better still, guilty

of their misfortune”. The notion of

safety has gradually evolved into the

price to be paid in the event of

failure. A risk-taker will thus be

judged on the reasons underpinning

their decision to act and on whether

they used the appropriate means to

carry out this action. In the absence

of the performance obligation

(“obligation de résultat”) we are in

the presence of the due care obligation (“obligation de moyens”). Was all

available knowledge duly considered before taking the risk? 

RISK-TAKING
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Heart surgery: an example of risk 

Since the 1950s, heart surgeons have taken many risks in order to lift

surgery to its current level. Surgeons no longer act on last-minute symptoms

but on prior causes. The issue then becomes one of persuading the patient to

accept an operation even though they feel perfectly healthy. Anticipatory

surgery is much simpler, easier and

more successful than post crisis

operations. New technologies such as

extracorporeal circulation have

facilitated heart operations. They also

make different demands on the surgeons

in terms of skill. 

Surgeons are used to classifying risk

factors. Thanks to systematic, regular

feedback they have built up the know-

ledge that enables them to prepare, anticipate and operate properly. They have

learned to recognise risk factors in patients and operational situations. They

have perfected their actions, skills and know-how: the surgeon’s hand is critical. 

Mountaineering: an example of individual and collective risk 

Mountain guides are a good example of the action principle; they have to

face up to the reality of danger in the shape of extreme cold, falling stones, ice,

avalanches, the possibility of losing their bearings or of suffering from physical

disorders caused by high altitude. Any error, however insignificant, can be

fatal. Mountaineering goes back several centuries but acquired a higher profile

at the beginning of the 19th century. There are few accidents, but those that do

occur have a high level of media coverage. It is a human paradox to seek

certitude and security, but also adventure and risk. The notion of “guide” is a

particularly interesting one because guides are required to show the way: they

are escorts, monitors, instructors and service providers. The due care obligation

translates into a need for a thorough knowledge of themselves and their

environment as well as some knowledge

of the persons depending on their

services. As in all high-risk fields,

mountain guides have to take account of

the human factor, combine information

and rules, use flexible thinking, and be

steeped in a culture of error. They

endeavour to adapt scientific knowledge

OPENING ADDRESSES
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to field practice, optimise their know-how, cultivate an awareness of risk rather

than a safety reflex and train in the art of guessing, judging and anticipating.

Three principles apply: 1) Avoid needless risk. 2) Limit the consequences of

exposure to danger. 3) Optimise risk management with relation to motivation,

unknown factors and stakes. In the end, the guide manages the unknown by

means of both caution and daring! 

Extreme skiing: another example of risk-taking 

Representatives of the very different high-risk professions chosen to speak

at the conference – surgeons, pilots and

skiers – all declared that it was crucial to

develop the relevant skills to deal with

uncertainties and unforeseen circumstances in

conditions that could be at once extreme and

routine. In his presentation, Manu Gaidet

explained how he went about his preparation:

“When looking at a slope, I imagine my
descent, the ‘line’ I want to follow. I analyse

the paths of possible avalanches or snowfalls... I choose the itinerary
according to an estimated of the speed, my physical condition at the time and
my level of self-confidence. I identify ‘zero risk’ areas and dangerous paths.
And then I imagine how to go from one zero risk spot to another... My golden
rule is: ‘if I can’t picture it, I don’t do it!’”. 

Risk, the individual and society 

The personality of risk-takers is crucial; responsibility, balance,

concentration, self control and patience must all be present. Excellent

organisational qualities are also of prime importance in risk-taking. When

authority is diluted, in particular, risk-takers can lose control of their work

tools. Regulations make syntactical control possible, but very often cause the

risk-taker to lose semantic control of their activity. Risk management relies on

a greater understanding of the notion of human error. Certain human factor

researchers argue for clearer analysis and comprehension of the sociotechnical

system rather than blaming and punishing the person responsible for an error.

Human error provides an opportunity to improve overall performance and take

corrective measures. This is the beginnings of a safety culture. Minor events

can often lead to unfortunate or even catastrophic consequences, simply

because they are not detected nor corrected, whereas major events are

generally swiftly identified and dealt with. It is individual and collective

feedback that enables risk to be managed correctly. 

RISK-TAKING
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-2-

COHESION AND 

LACK OF COHESION 

IN PSYCHOLOGICAL AND

JUDICIAL SYSTEMS

Speakers: 

� Grégory Michel, Professor of Clinical psychology and psycho-

pathology at the University of Bordeaux, on “The psychology of risk-

taking”

� Jacqueline Morand-Deviller, Professor at the University of Paris I

Panthéon-Sorbonne, President of the International Association of Urban

Law, on “Risk and the law”

Participants:

Henri Leclerc, Alain Bouvet, Daniel Loisance, Bruno Révellin-Falcoz,

André Vernay, Denis Apvril, Jean-Claude Bück and others (many people

participated in this and other sessions without necessarily providing

their name)

Definition of risks

Risk is defined as an “identified” danger whose possibility of occurrence

can, to a certain extent, be measured. This definition has a negative

connotation. The taking of a risk can be seen either as a stochastic process

(chance) or in terms of seriousness (gravity). In the first case, the risk-taker is

not master of the events stemming for instance from their own failures, from

the failures of systems under their charge or weather conditions, etc. To take a

risk is to take a chance. In the second case, the risk-taker is aware of the

17



dangerousness of the situation. The concept of

danger is linked with that of (calculated)

probability, that of the risk of occurrence of an

accident, morbidity or mortality. 

Two types of risk can be identified:

immediate risk (act and immediate sanction) and

differed risk (repetition and accumulation until

addiction, as for a drug for instance).

Etymologically, risk comes from the Latin

“resecare” which signifies re-cut; it implies

sanction, in other words a certain separation from

the known and an opening towards the unknown.

Risk also comes from the Greek “rhizhikhon”,

from “rhiza”, which means root, origin, or

identity. Risk-taking derives its meaning as much from the individual’s need

for exploration, for their own personal development, as from their need for

safety and security. It is the need for individualisation which is at the heart of

risk-taking. There can be no progress without risk-taking, no achievement,

greater knowledge or technological development. 

Risk can also be divided into the two categories of intentional risks and

circumstantial risks. The first are deliberate acts, where the risks tend to be

familiar and controlled (at least it is to be hoped for those involved!) This is the

case for instance of tight rope artists on their high wire, focusing on

maintaining their balance. The second category consists of accidental risks,

often unfamiliar and uncontrolled, for example the tsunami which hit the

populations of South-East Asia in late 2004. In whichever case, deliberate or

involuntary, human beings must react to the event. This reaction can take time

or be instantaneous according to the frequency of the phenomenon generating

the crisis. The tight-rope walker must permanently compensate imbalances in

order to remain on the wire. The rescue reaction to the 2004 tsunami crisis was

slower, as a complex organisation was set up over time in order to manage,

remedy and return to normal. 

Taking a risk implies making a decision

Taking a risk involves making a decision, in other words choosing between

several options. This choice is made on the basis of a utility function

quantifying a certain risk. The risk-taker takes into account the expected

benefits and the cost/benefit ratio. We usually opt for a “reasoned” risk. It is

impossible to talk of taking risks without also discussing the perception of risk.

RISK-TAKING
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Perception of risk can

depend on several factors

such as age, sex, skill,

experience, estimated costs

and benefits, information on

risks, group dynamics,

capacity for personal

control and personality.

Taking a risk has a certain

subjective value. An

individual’s personality is a

function of their

temperament (innate) and

character (learned). The

temperament of certain risk-takers is inclined to sensation, novelty and a need

for stimulation. Moderating factors – such as such as determination, sense of

responsibility, self knowledge and emotional control – also exist, based on

individual maturity. A good risk-taker sets up strategies to cope with stress.

Risk-taking is also linked to pleasure and the need for stimulation. There

exists an optimum state in terms of pleasure (hedonic tonality) on a scale of

individual activation going from boredom to anxiety. The search for

stimulation in adepts of high-risk sports such as car racing, parachute or

bungee jumping is linked to an impulsive and extrovert personality. It can also

be found in addictive activities like gambling, drug abuse or alcoholism. It is

associated with the catecholaminergic activity of

dopamine. Dopamine is an important neurotrans-

mitter considered to be a precursor of adrenaline.

It fulfils several functions in the brain, influencing

behaviour and cognition, motor activity,

motivation, sleep, attention and learning, among

others.

Within the framework of risk-taking, whether

positive or negative, it is important to fully

understand the interaction between personality

(linked to temperament) and environment (linked

for instance to educational and learning factors).

This interaction is characterised by cognitive,

emotional and behavioural adjustments. The

individual’s vulnerability when faced with a risk

stems from this interaction, which is why it is

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND JUDICIAL
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important to argue for “reasoned” risk-taking in which personality prevails.

Individual characteristics must be canalised and optimised in order to manage

stress.

If this psycho-physiological approach throws light on individual character-

istics, a social, legal approach to risk-taking is also necessary in order to

provide it with a proper framework.

Precautionary principle: theory and perception

The French precautionary principle applies to environmental law
(article 5 of the Environment constitutional charter). Environmental law is

linked to health law. It is a preventive, anticipatory law, which attempts to rule

out hazard. This principle is set out as follows: “When the occurrence of any
damage, albeit unpredictable in the current state of scientific knowledge, may
seriously and irreversibly harm the environment, public authorities shall, with
due respect for the precautionary principle of precaution and the areas within
their jurisdiction, ensure the implementation of procedures for risk assessment
and the adoption of temporary measures commensurate with the risk involved
in order to deal with the occurrence of such damage.”

Civil lawyers are in favour of the precautionary principle because it

represents a more sophisticated approach than the preventive approach.

Scientists are afraid of the precautionary principle, even though it only applies

to the environment. It was pointed out that this argument on the precautionary

principle is typically French, probably because it is only France that has

actually written it into its constitution. It was also specified that it is impossible

to escape the precautionary principle, and that one must not be nervous of it:

on the legal level, in order to be found guilty for taking a risk which turns out

badly, the risk-taker must have committed a “definite fault” (“faute
caractérisée”).

The application of the precautionary principle is a way of putting a question

“on hold”. It does not settle things definitively since it is dependent on “the
current state of scientific knowledge”. Quite the opposite, it requires us to keep

abreast of latest findings: no enemy of progress, it is on the contrary, an ally.

This subjugation of politics and law to science and technology gives

scientists and technicians both power and responsibility.

Precaution does not translate by “if in doubt, throw it out”, which would

obviously be an obstacle to risk-taking and progress, but simply recommends

“if in doubt, check it out”, in other words take time to consider the subject and

gather as many respected opinions as possible. This is why expert scientific
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opinion on risk and appreciation of risk plays an essential role, and why it

needs to acquire a status guaranteeing the skill and independence of the

experts.

However, one can note exaggerated uses of the precautionary principle

when addressing the public, who is not in a position to make a judgement on

opinions which are given. There is above all a marked tendency to use it in

contexts unconnected with environmental law. It is often seen as a principle of

inaction which can become a blocking principle because it should be possible
to go back on the original decision as knowledge evolves. How to explain

the application of this precautionary principle when, under the sway of

emotion, a leader of the movement known as “faucheurs volontaires”

(voluntary reapers) on the evening news carries more weight than the scientific

reports which have expressed, not serious doubts, but rather slight queries

about genetically modified organisms (GMOs)?

It is important to study the full impact of an issue so as to assess the risks

and foresee and restrict zones of danger. Standardisation, labelling and

inventories work on the lines of the precautionary principle. However, the law

has difficulties identifying risk, for example in the matter of GMOs the degree

of dangerousness is not known. Research should be developed rather than

being put on hold because our knowledge is incomplete. 

The new rules will have to be worked out democratically; there are duties

as well as rights in the equation. Of course, scientific progress cannot be

envisaged without risk, but must be perceived in terms of quality of life. It is

not possible for economists and accountants alone to establish the development

criteria for our socio-technical systems. Some say that “we shouldn’t be scared

of happiness”. The culture (or rather the practice) of risk is at the origin of a

new function: “risk management”, a new governance tool which stands up

against fear of risk and makes the latter into a strategic tool of action, as long

as potential damages caused by this action are pre-empted.

Law and risk

Risk and fault

The choice is not one of risk or absence

of risk (there is no such thing as zero risk),

but between acceptable risk and

unacceptable risk. In administrative law

(different from criminal law), the

distinction is made between fault liability

and no fault liability. In the case of fault
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liability, it is necessary to determine a threshold (figures are sometimes

established in the texts, or else judges do their best). The primacy of the victim

is emphasised. It is acknowledged that risk is today generated by humans due

to the acceleration in progress and technology, on the one hand, and

globalisation on the other (no more frontiers).

However, while no fault liability is admissible from an administrative point

of view, and can even be envisaged from a civil perspective, it is clear that

accepting the idea of no fault liability in criminal law is to negate our

fundamental principles.

In French criminal law, in order to be found guilty of taking a risk with

harmful consequences, the person taking the risk must be shown to have

committed what is known as a “definite” fault. At present we tend to use

criminal law to decide on compensation in certain areas which should come

under civil jurisdiction. In terms of medical responsibility, in particular,

criminal law is tending more and more to be used as a means of compensating

certain matters which ought to come under civil jurisdiction. This excessive use

of criminal law is a step in the wrong direction.

We need a certain amount of freedom, some room for independent action,

in order to progress; we therefore need to be able to take risks (although one

myth must be debunked: that of technology consistently reducing risk).

However people taking risks must prepare themselves in advance for the

possible consequences of their actions. They must take precautions, not in the

name of the precautionary principle, but in the sense of anticipating and

forestalling. Of course they must have as comprehensive a knowledge of the

situation as possible. What can be known must be known. Then, and only then,

can they go ahead and take the risk.

When an accident occurs, the application of the law follows a specific logic:

Given that the accident occurred, it is clear that the risk was of particularly

gravity, and that those in charge could not have been unaware of this since

more and more is known about potentially accident generating scenarios thanks

to studies and research; this particular accident scenario must have been

considered then as sufficiently unlikely not to warrant preventive measures. In

other words, as soon as the possibility of an accident has been acknowledged,

its gravity is clear and those in charge guilty a priori. The legal system, then,

is truly based on the concept of zero risk. The Criminal code does indeed seem

to revolve around zero risk. However, theoretically, in order to be charged

under French law, the person taking the risk must have committed a “definite”

fault putting a third party at risk. According to the Criminal code people can

only be required to have acted with the proper diligence. 
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If one has exposed a third party to a particularly grave risk, for there to have

been fault, it is first necessary to establish that one could not have been

unaware of this risk. But one must also have committed a definite fault. The

texts are unclear, but the definite fault is a particularly severe fault which is

combined with awareness of the risk. The simple knowledge of a particularly

grave risk does not therefore in itself constitute a definite fault. The original

text is the law of 11 July 2000, which refers to “a definite fault putting a third
party at a particularly grave risk”. After parliamentary debate, the Senate

confirmed that these conditions must be cumulative. One therefore must have

committed a definite fault – which is not the case simply because one caused

risks of a particular gravity to be incurred – and the fault itself must have been

of a particular gravity. The issue of risk linked to responsibility is discussed in

more detail in a later chapter.

Judge and experts

The judge has a major role to play in legally appraising risk when data is

not quantifiable and the administration disposes of discretionary powers rather

than arbitrary powers. The administrative judge will only annul the adminis-

tration’s decision in the presence of a clear, “obvious” mistake. Judges do not

assess risk, they identify it; what they assess is the damage caused by the risk.

Scientific and technical assessment of risk is entrusted to experts and its

prevention to public bodies.

One difficulty stems from the fact that judgements are always made in

hindsight. In other words when, in the legal arena, risk has caused damages and

there is a presumption of guilt (even if this term is aberrant in criminal law). In

the context of an act which has caused considerable damage, one judges with

hindsight that “the consequences of this act should have been considered”. In

the public view and also, unfortunately, in the judge’s opinion, the

precautionary principle is considered as a general principle which means that

risk must not be incurred. But this is both impossible and undesirable.

Scientific and technical expert opinion is an important issue. Experts never

simply give opinions. There is no precise set of regulations concerning expert

opinion, and a second opinion is necessary. The expert gives a technical

opinion, the judge decides. Experts are recruited according to their sense of

honour, but their competence is also essential, the problem being that this

competence is assessed only by the judge who does not tend to have the

necessary scientific and technical knowledge. Peer assessment of experts is

sometimes not admitted. Should judges be given specialised technical

training? 
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Examples evoked

Natural risk prevention plan

Natural risk prevention plans (PPRNs) in France, compiled into a single

document in the Barnier law of 2 February 1995, revised in 2003, were a

reaction to specific accidents caused by avalanches and floods (the incidents of

Val d’Isère and Vaison-la-Romaine(3)). These plans are obligatory for towns

exposed to a risk of flood, avalanche, landslides, forest fires, earthquakes,

storms, cyclones or volcanic eruptions and identify two types of risk zones:

high-risk zones where building is prohibited, and precautionary zones where

building is restricted. The inhabitants of these zones are therefore subject to

strict public utility servitudes, which explain the resistance on the part of

municipalities to implementing these plans. The 2003 reform reinforced

dialogue between the municipality and the préfet and since then these PPRN

have progressed more smoothly: more than 5,000 municipalities out of 10,000

involved have now put them in place.

Explosion at the AZF factory in Toulouse, France

The explosion, on 21 September 2001, of a warehouse in the AZF factory

in Toulouse in which 300 tonnes of ammonium nitrates were stocked

accelerated the implementation of some plans. The law of 30 July 2003

stipulates the setting up of a PPRT (Technological risk prevention plan) in the

area surrounding high-risk industrial establishments in order to properly

manage urban development. 200 of these PPRTs have been defined and were

to be set up before July 2008. Inside this protective rampart, different

servitudes were established according to the gravity of the risk. In the event of

grave danger to human lives, the municipality can exert a right of release and

use pre-emption or expropriation in order to empty buildings. These operations

are funded by the state, local authorities and the factory concerned, according

to terms established in an obligatory tripartite convention.

Risk in surgery

In surgery, as in aeronautics, procedures make it possible for a single actor

to benefit from the experiences of thousands of other actors. Experience goes

to show that the use of procedures in aeronautics works very well, as

demonstrated by the fact that risk in aviation is low. Thanks to these

procedures, surgery too is safer overall than ever before.
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However, the situation in surgery is slightly trickier. Current reasoning,

whereby one can take a mediocre surgeon, apply procedures and come up with

the desired result, goes much too far. This swing has taken place in the past ten

years.

In this time, the surgeon’s function has progressively been demystified. But

one of the surgeon’s functions is clearly to be capable of making decisions on

their own initiative. This is indeed what makes the difference between an

ordinary surgeon and a great surgeon. Great surgeons can break free of

procedures when necessary, because they know that the latter cannot resolve

everything. In a search for enduring, stable safety, one therefore needs to

combine the traditional role, according to which the surgeon is boss and makes

all decisions, with a respect for procedures, a code of practice.

Surgeons operating nowadays have access to a mass of high quality

information in real time, and are accompanied by a team who can update and

verify the quality of these parameters. The risk-taking part of their profession

is improving then and their central role at the heart of a team is enhanced.

Progress in technology clearly reduces risk. However one myth must be

debunked: technology does not eliminate risk. It cannot provide absolute

safety. We must be careful not to put too much trust in the current excessive

invasion of technology and promote clinical skill and experience.

Genetically modified organisms (GMOs)

The GMO issue is not restricted to France, and can only be dealt with

globally, in terms of space and time. The choices are both economical and

political and the law is happy to leave the front line in this particular minefield

to scientists, aligning itself accordingly at a later date. France still has few

GMO fields, unlike Canada, the USA and certain countries in Latin America

and Asia. Is this sufficient justification for it to throw itself into a policy of

rapid GMO development? Is it not wiser to wait since for the moment no

serious expert is capable of asserting their harmfulness (or lack of)? We must

improve and fund research, develop (why not?) experimental laboratories and

above all engage in dispassionate, considered debate.

In the case of GMOs, judges are often confronted with the difficulty of

interpreting legal texts. They, too, prefer to play for time and seek advice. The

French Conseil d’Etat for instance, in a case of 25 September 1998 brought by

“Association Greenpeace France” – the first ruling to refer to the precautionary

principle – postponed its verdict and left to the Court of Justice of the European

Communities the task of interpreting a community directive in preliminary

ruling procedure before deciding on the legality of a decree authorising the use
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of certain varieties of transgenic corn. It was in light of the Court’s ruling that

the Conseil d’Etat passed judgement and, 10 years later (order of 19 March

2008) accepted the regularity of the order suspending growth of MON 810.

While waiting for the experts to come to a firm decision, the politicians “mark

time” and judges are similarly inclined. However a major “Green” organisation

opposed studies and research launched by the European Commission in order

to, in time, shed light on certain uncertainties and enable corrective measures

to be taken in application of the precautionary principle. This group considered

any steps taken today to limit GMOs to be definitive, with no question of going

back on them. In this case what was a precautionary principle became a

blocking principle. 

Pasteur

When one makes a third party run a risk of a particular gravity, one is taking

a very serious risk. To take the case of Pasteur, it is clear that in inoculating

someone with rabies, he was laying that person open to a particularly grave risk

and that he undoubtedly committed a definite fault. By using a vaccination he

believed would cure the patient, he took a risk since this vaccination had only

ever been used on animals. He took this risk and yet, in hindsight, it does not

appear to us to be a definite fault.

Shipwreck of the Erika

The ecological, environmental damage incurred by this shipwreck was

recognised at first instance, as was the responsibility of the charterer, Total. The

judgement on Erika emphasised the charterer’s obligation to check shipping

conditions. Today we are very close to an obligation being imposed on

charterers, although we do not for the moment know whether the Appeal Court

will confirm this jurisprudence. It is a well intentioned judgement, and is

appealing from the point of view of compensation for ecological damage. But

the notion of the charterer’s liability is a new one and charterers are now

obliged to do more than they used to. More generally, the question is one of the

contractor’s responsibilities as regards their subcontractor: when shipping an

ecologically dangerous product – crude oil in this case – they must check the

conditions of transport. This comes close to a form of no fault liability, a fault

of abstention. This problem has been dealt with very little by jurists, but it is

likely that legal reviews will do so in the following months.

On this subject, an interesting question was raised, with no clear reply:

when one moves house, is one responsible for damages caused by the removal

firm?
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Sport and search and rescue

In the sporting world, people often take huge risks, sometimes against the

advice of competent persons and even sometimes in defiance of regulations.

This is the case, for instance, of solo yachtspersons, since maritime law

stipulates that sailors have to keep a permanent lookout when at sea. When one

of these sportspersons is in danger, the whole community goes to their rescue.

This also regularly happens in mountaineering, causing loss of human lives

among the rescuers. If, at the end of the day, the person’s life is saved, are they

responsible for the death of their rescuers? Is it conceivable to imagine that

someone embarking on a particularly risky expedition might exonerate search

and rescue teams from rescuing them if they have an accident?

Non assistance to person or persons in danger is clearly an offence. In other

words as soon as someone is in danger, the obligation to assist them is totally

independent of the risks they may have taken. Any hesitation is out of the

question, this is an absolute duty, whatever the faults of the person in danger.

In that case can one require the risk-taker to pay back the expenses incurred

during the rescue operation? This should surely be possible in some way.

However, if one of the rescuers unfortunately dies during the operation, can

one consider that the risks the sportsperson took, forcing the rescuer to act

according to the obligation to assist a person in danger, constitute a fault? This

might be a possibility in criminal law.

Collective risk

Work on this subject focuses on the psychological and psychopathological

aspects of group influence in individual risk-taking, particularly in terms of the

influence of peer groups and friends on young people. Studies on drug abuse,

dangerous games and road offences concentrate on the individual and rarely

widen the study to include collective risk-taking. A study commissioned by

ISERM on the identification and detection of behaviour disorders in acts of

delinquency, aimed at facilitating early identification in children, ran aground.

This study of collective risk-taking, which did not seek to align itself on a

French model based on a very subjective assessment of mental health in

children, but rather on an objective assessment, ended up causing a drawn out

controversy lasting several years. 
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PREPARATION OF 

HIGH-RISK OPERATIONS

Speakers: 

� Bernard Ziegler, former Test pilot, former Technical Director Airbus,

member of Air and Space Academy, on “Flight testing”

� Guillaume Weerts, co-director of the European Astronaut Centre of the

European Space Agency, Cologne, Germany, on “Life in space”

Participants: 

Jean Pinet, André Turcat, Guy Boy, Bruno Révellin-Falcoz, etc.

General reflections

In this session two examples were chosen to illustrate high-risk areas: flight

testing and manned space flight, both far removed from common, everyday

risks. The intense nature of these fields gives an idea of the state of mind of

those who take part in such exceptional human adventures. Progress in both

areas relies on considerable risks being taken. Analysis can help control these

risks, but not eliminate them.

The desire for exploration has been a feature of the human race for time

immemorial. Man has always dreamed of finding out what was happening on

the far side of the mountain, the other side of the ocean.

In terms of dealing with risk there are many points in common between

flight testing and manned space flight. Space can in some ways be said to be

an extension of aeronautics and the safety culture that was directly imported

was then enhanced to cope with the greatly increased risk factors. 
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The principle of reducing risk 

The precautionary principle is of course theoretical. In practice, it is another

principle – the principle of risk reduction – which is applied. Although it

must be made clear that the only risks which can be taken into account are

foreseeable risks. No-one is sheltered from unforeseen events, but it is

possible to accept them. “It is fashionable at the moment to say that it is
unthinkable to take risks during flight testing because programmes are too
costly. This was not always the case, and even now it is only true if one is
referring to foreseeable risks.” Predictive tools have made huge progress –

anything can be calculated, simulated – but predictions are made necessarily on

the basis of experiments already carried out. 

In space activities, there is no series, everything is experimental. There is

always something to explore. Risk in space flight comes from the interaction

between systems, humans, operations and the hostile environment. The term

used is reasoned risk-taking.

Regulatory precautions

Regulatory precautions exist. They can reinforce safety systems in such a

way as to limit risks that are not necessarily identified, indeed sometimes only

suspected or even totally unpredictable. The problem is that they can make

operational situations more complex which tends to have the result of

increasing risks, thereby going against the desired goals.

In any case, equipment certification calls for more and more complex, time-

consuming demonstrations after each accident.

Collective risk-taking

One aspect common to both areas is that risks are taken collectively.

Although individual pilots and astronauts are risking their own lives,

knowingly and willingly, the decisions also involve all ground teams. What is

at stake is not only the life of the crew but also, and above all, the larger

programme behind the aircraft or spacecraft, which represents hundreds or

thousands of jobs and considerable financial investment.

The notion of risk-taking is very subjective. Thus for a maiden flight to

happen, it takes absolute faith in the programme, i.e. when all players agree

that the conditions are ripe, that no doubt exists, that nothing has been

forgotten. The space sector calls on the same type of reasoned risk-taking.

Training for high-risk missions

Of course, all this requires highly trained, experienced teams: trained to

deal with predictable events, experienced enough to cope with unpredictable
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ones. Initial training plays a large part, but so does hard won experience gained

through a life of attempted endeavours, whether successful or (very often) not.

These teams must share certain characteristics: talent, a good dose of

stubbornness and… luck! Good test pilots are those who survive. Above all

they have great manual skills,

are endowed with a natural

dexterity combined with a

capacity to react promptly and

without hesitation. It is not

enough to enjoy taking risks;

they must also be able to survive

for a while. A taste for risk is at

the heart of exploration, the

obsessive curiosity for all that is

new, all that has never been done

before. The main ingredient is

imagination, followed of course

by courage or insouciance,

according to one’s age. This taste for risk carries its own reward, the rush of

adrenaline, the satisfying of curiosity, the appeal of the unknown, the achievement

of overcoming one’s limits or proving one’s worth. In fact, the pleasure derived

from risk is above all this satisfaction of the ego. Other considerations, the

serving of greater or lesser causes, only come afterwards on the whole. There

is no harm in that; to paraphrase Albert Camus: “to live is to take risks”.

To sum up, one must take risks one day so as to take as few risks as possible

later on. Learning from experience feedback is a necessity. Working on risk

entails working on prevention, training, description and decision making, in

real time. In the space sector, one is obliged to take risks oneself and also to

compel others to take them. Those who are incapable of making decisions and

acting in real time cannot take the heat and have to leave the profession.

Attitude before the mission

If a test pilot or astronaut were to feel scared before each flight, they would

do better to change jobs; fear has always been a bad counsellor. In fact it is a

mix of enthusiasm and method which is uppermost in their minds at such a

moment along with a great feeling of responsibility, a worry of not doing the

job properly, of forgetting some aspect. They feel they are carrying on their

shoulders the dreams of thousands of people who have helped build the aircraft

or space system they are in charge of. What is necessary, and this has nothing

to do with fear, is to be permanently on the lookout for unforeseen events

which might occur at any moment.
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Aspects specific to flight testing

One must learn lessons from both successes and failures and analyse them

for oneself and also for those behind the windows of the design office. The pull

towards exploration must be moderated so as to increase protection. Ground

crews must be consulted and weather forecasts respected. Mindless bravado is

useless. All essential checks must be carried out, mindful of their rationale.

One must be cautious of test commands written in the grip of enthusiasm and

of the utility of certain safety equipment. In the post-test report, it is crucial to

remain modest and honest in order to analyse and correct one’s errors. A high

level of commitment is vital, for both larger and smaller enterprises, and it is

essential to keep faith in the project. A prototype which embodies the hopes of

thousands of engineers and mechanics must be treated with respect. Within a

team it is important to respect and be respected, listen and be listened to. One

has to be willing to properly promote the product one has tested. And lastly,

one has to learn to deal with certain complex legal affairs.

Are the time pressures of such programmes a risk factor? Test crews invest

in the programme in full knowledge of the impact of costs. Time constraints –

meeting deadlines – can help accomplish great things. Perfectionism is a very

real illness and can be truly toxic.

Most accidents are due to human factors. Humans do not like repetitive

actions and routine is seen as being more risky than any maiden flight. This is

where automated systems come in: they have no such concerns. A technical

failure can be corrected permanently whilst a human error failure is very

difficult to eliminate completely. We also

know that automation must be controllable

and controlled.

Aspects specific to space flight

In manned space flight astronauts are the

last link in the chain. It is a whole team that

decides the success of a mission, the 1000

people who have been involved in taking a

collective risk. This implies trust and

humility. Everyone must know their own

limits, how far they can go in terms of risk-

taking before reaching the point of no return.
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As a matter of principle, the life of an astronaut is very precious in relative

terms since human life is a resource that must not be wasted. Launchers used

for manned flight are specially certified and fitted with more sensors than

ordinary satellites. While accepting a certain level of risk, there does exist, not

exactly a precautionary principle, but a principle of minimisation of accepted

risk. If one factor is known to be borderline, the decision taken might well be

more conservative for manned flight than for other launches.

Space is the continuation of aeronautics. The personnel involved have an

aeronautics background, and all astronauts are, or become, pilots. However,

space is very different to classic airspace. There can be enormous differences

in temperature between the two sides of a space vehicle and, more generally,

the environment can be unsettling (intersidereal space, microgravity). The

altitude and speed envelopes are very broad: 350 km altitude and 28,000 km/h,

representing a significant amount of energy that must be produced and made

available.

The risk level is very high as compared to aeronautics, with an in-flight

mortality rate of 2% to 5%. Engineers and design offices put the risk at 2x10-2.

During launch, crews have very little capacity to intervene, certain phenomena

on a launcher cannot be tested a priori and some physical factors cannot be

perfectly apprehended before the flight. Their real performance is thus

discovered in real flight conditions.

On top of this, systems and vehicles grow old. The American space shuttles

for instance have aged to the point that NASA has decided to stop operating

them after 2010. It is easy to see why one should not rely on past experience:

once a module is launched, it cannot be repaired and will therefore have to be

abandoned one day; the space suites for EVAs are also prone to risk; on re-

entering the atmosphere, there is no way to turn back, the process is

irreversible. On the whole, the failure of a critical system can lead to

catastrophe, and if everything does not work properly, the outcome is

definitive. For example, following a loss of pressurisation, the Soyuz 11 team

were dead when they reached the ground.

The crew are subjected to psychological and medical factors such as

isolation, confinement and physical stress, which can aggravate the possibility

of errors, and raise the level of risk. The possibility of such errors is as great in

flight as on the ground so redundant systems are required. Ariane 201 for

example, ended up with a huge fireworks display because certain aspects of the

rocket’s stabilisation software had not been identified as crucial in certain flight

phases. Risk is therefore never absent.
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The environment has a high level of radiation (when astronauts in the

shuttle fly above 450 km for maintenance work on the Hubble telescope they

receive a similar dose to employees working in nuclear power plants, for

example). Astronauts also suffer from space adaptation syndrome, or space

motion sickness. This can be extremely disruptive, putting certain crew

members out of action for 2 to 3 days. This risk must be managed within the

framework of overall operational management.

In space, astronauts are

called on to take risks. These

risks are not necessarily

controlled, but are accepted.

Essential operations cannot

always be planned in advance.

For example, a panel of the

space station had to be

repositioned because of a

major incident. An astronaut

was perched on the end of a

robotic arm in order to go and

repair this panel. The work was

highly dangerous: all components were live so the astronaut risked receiving

an electric charge and there was the additional risk of damage to the space suit.

In this type of case, an action plan is made to assess the risks. In space the

precautionary principle does not work. There are too many unknown

quantities. It is no use saying “I don’t know, so I won’t go”! when the desire to

go ahead is there. If the precautionary principle had existed, Christopher

Columbus would never have discovered America and space flight would be

outlawed immediately.

In order to forestall likely risks, data is analysed, identified and processed

in real time by highly competent, motivated teams. Three and a half years of

training are required to become an astronaut and seven years can go by

between their selection and first flight. Ground staff are also highly trained and

rescue strategies refined. The degree of risk prevention evolves with

experience since one tends to be more scared of the unknown, although even

experienced professionals cannot control all factors. Spending time in “a box”

in space has the effect of exacerbating personality traits, which is why the

selection process is so rigorous. In order to monitor the situation, the

Americans keep up permanent contact, whilst the Russians simply maintain

observation and intervene at a later stage if necessary.
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RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY

Speakers: 

� Jean-Henri Alexandre, Emeritus Professor at the Faculté René

Descartes, surgeon at Hôpitaux de Paris, member of the Académie de

Chirurgie, on “Surgical operations”

� Pierre Beroux, Risk director for EDF group, on “Managing civil

nuclear risks”

Participants: 

Dominique Colin de Verdière, etc.

Introduction

Two representative examples – surgery and the nuclear industry – were

chosen to illustrate risk-taking on behalf of third parties. Both sectors have

highly specific profiles: risk management strategies are tailored to each activity

and therefore quite different. They must comply with strict rules designed to

protect third persons, independently of the actors involved. 

The case of surgery

Risks taken into account

In the case of surgery, heart operations – which are a question of life or

death – must be distinguished from operations on the digestive tract, for

instance, which are not. Surgeons are increasingly specialised because of

greater demands made in terms of skills and safety aspects. Certain straight-

forward operations can go awry with extremely damaging consequences. Here

we will look into the risks taken by patients in the operating theatre. Such risks

can be varied: postoperative pain, complications (serious or not), side effects
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and physical handicaps, a hospital stay of varied length with enforced time off

work, effect on professional or family entourage, financial impact and even

death.

Team responsibility

Surgeons do not act alone; they act as part of a team which shares their

responsibilities. This team includes the anaesthesiologist, the nursing staff,

specialist doctors carrying out complementary examinations (biologists,

radiographers), the hospital in charge of the operating theatre and the

manufacturers of all equipment

used (table, lighting, monitors,

operating instruments,

prosthetics). Each person on

this list is legally responsible.

As in aeronautics, the

process can be divided into

three phases: preparation

(briefing), the operative act

(flight) and post-operative

period (debriefing). The law

obliges the practitioner to prove that information has been provided and

“enlightened consent” given. Enlightened consent is the procedure according

to which the surgical team transmits information to the patient and their family

in order to enable them to make a decision as regards the advantages and risks

of the proposed operation. According to the French law (judgement of 25

February 1997) the practitioner must provide evidence that such information

has been given in an oral or documentary way (signed or not) or by

“presumption” (letter dictated to the doctor). Formally it was the patient who

had to provide the proof!

The precautionary principle informs the surgeon’s approach to their patient

during all peri-operative procedures: preparations, safety of intervention,

follow-up care. But one cannot foresee all risks. According to the law, the

surgeon must be able to provide proof of their skill and specialisation. They

have a “contractual” link with their patient: they must “provide prompt,
thorough care, with no oversights, negligence or fault”, before, during and

after the operation. They are responsible for the structure in which they

operate: they must find all equipment suitable and necessary for the operation

(as well as a healthy atmosphere). They are responsible for the choice of a

prosthesis, which they place and fit: in the event of any complication, they can

blame defective equipment. Any damage incurred due to proved fault can give
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rise to a claim according to a standard procedure of complaint, expertise, and

judgement. The law of March 2002 in France (Kouchner’s law), though, does

recognise the possibility of unforeseen problems during an operation and

damages can be awarded to certain patients according to fixed procedures by

an independent organisation, the ONIAM.

Whilst surgeons are usually assisted during the operation, they remain

entirely responsible for all acts carried out (like aircraft captains). They must

apply all techniques according to precise protocol (like procedures in

aeronautics) but the anatomy and lesions vary according to patients (like the

necessary adaptability of the pilot). Surgeons must be able to cope with

foreseeable accidents for which they have been prepared through studies or

internship. They must also be capable of dealing with unforeseen events which

can occur during an operation. They must ask for and obtain any necessary

equipment (X-rays, scans). They must be able to interpret and correct errors on

the part of the radiographer. In very high-risk, vital operations, such as cancer,

heart and transplant operations, special daring is required along with careful

assessment of the stakes involved.

Surgeons assume responsibility only for their acts and decisions

(preoperative examinations, need for surgical intervention, intervention

strategy and implementation, acts of colleagues, post-operative follow up.)

Surgeons share the responsibility of certain acts: for example, the

interpretation of scans or X-rays with radiographers, counting compresses with

the peri-operative nurse. The fact of leaving a compress or some other foreign

body in an abdomen, which seems shocking but which unfortunately does

occur, is considered as a lapse by the expert and as a fault by the judge.

Compresses must be counted by the surgeon and nurse before being placed on

the table and after use: to miss one is considered by a judge as joint negligence
with responsibility shared between surgeon and nurse.

“Background” actors – equipment manufacturers for instance – are very

aware of their share of responsibility in any operation. They know that the

material delivered must be irreproachable and that in the event of any

constitutional defect or lack of sterilisation, they will be held responsible for

these supplies and the flaws in them. These flaw must however be proved

experimentally.

It was decided a short time ago that instrument sterilisation, long the

responsibility of operation room nurses, should be in the hands of pharmacists:

this complicates matters since the latter are not always competent to make up

instrument boxes for specific operations, but pharmacists are now held

responsible for any sterilisation defect and are fully aware of this fact.
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Minimising risks taken by the surgeon

After initial training, additional courses take place in universities and

hospitals. Specialised courses also exist, for instance at the IRCAD training

centres into coelio-surgery. Different accreditation systems have been set up as

well as a national structure for risk management designed to prevent or reduce

the consequences of undesirable medical events. Of course, neither courage,

daring nor compassion can be taught!

Legal action strikes fear into surgeons: insurance brokers estimate that a

third of surgeons will have to face lawsuits every year. A surgeon will thus

experience a lawsuit every 3 years, or 11 during their career. One effect of this

is already apparent: professional insurance policies have increased to between

€17,000 and €27,000 per annum for a freelance surgeon. A further worrying

impact is a reticence on the part of certain practitioners to take on high-risk

operations, preferring less risky interventions. One might also note the

tendency within certain private clinics to favour numerous small, low-risk,

low-cost operations – ophthalmic or ear, nose and throat operations – over

more invasive/emergency intervention. One concrete consequence is the very

real, quantified disenchantment of young interns for surgery.

Case of the civil
nuclear industry

Some reflections on society
and nuclear risk 

Risk is inherent to all

human action, including the

action of doing nothing. Risks

can be classified according to

their consequences: whether

on human beings or the environment, physical or

moral, financial or symbolic, concentrated or

diffuse, reversible or irreversible. One might also

classify them according to their mechanisms: are

they short-lived or long lasting? Are they certain

or potential? Are they quantifiable or intangible?

Do they exert a direct action or are they made up

of complex mechanisms?

The case dealt with here is that of the French electricity provider, former

nationalised electricity board, EDF. Historically the risks taken by EDF were
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mainly technical risks linked to the production, transport and distribution of

electricity in France; as such they were simpler to monitor. A new universe of

risks has been opened up by the significant changes in the environment of

EDF: competition, international trading and new systemic risks.

It is important to look into the catastrophes which can strike nuclear power

plants, such as severe storms, heat waves, avian flu (is it possible to function

with a reduced work-force, of say 30 to 40%?), but also Katrina in the USA

(EDF sent a mission to study the reaction of private American operators in the

face of a hurricane of force 5) and urban riots (accidental death of two youths

in a transformer). In each case, EDF, given its size, its countless sites and its

different areas of know-how, has been involved either as a central or peripheral

actor, sometimes suffering victims, or could well be caught up in a similar

crisis in the future.

Psychological criteria play a large part in whether nuclear risks are accepted

or not: have they existed for some time or are they new? Are the effects visible

or invisible, devious? Are the mechanisms easy to understand or not? Who

controls these risks? Who benefits from them? Risk is a highly personal notion,

proper to each individual and each entity. In a given situation, everyone

envisages their own risks, which are sometimes diametrically opposed:

- the risk from the point of view of a large group of its subsidiary not

making enough profit as against the risk for the subsidiary of having

unrealistic goals imposed by head office;

- the risk for a company of having to pay a tax as against the risk for the

State of not being able to implement its policy;

- risk for a house owner of a prison being built in their neighbourhood as

against the risk for the penitentiary administration of not being able to

implement its policy;

- risk for our generation of having to tighten our belts as against the risk

for our children of having to pay for our negligence.

The fact of having to manage risk for others is thus a highly paradoxical

situation. In the case of the nuclear sector, other factors exist to complicate

matters. Compared with aviation or the medical profession, far too few

avoidable accidents have been recorded (fortunately!) to be able to establish

robust statistical laws based on experience. From a global point of view, in the

past few decades, hundreds of mining catastrophes have unfortunately been

catalogued, likewise for aviation accidents, and many more surgical accidents

but fatal nuclear accidents are very rare and the epidemiological effects too

slender to be assessed in a rigorous way. Only 400 nuclear power plants exist

in the world and the experience acquired to date, expressed in reactor years,
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only comes to 10,000, as compared to the millions of persons undergoing

operations and aircraft that take off each year.

In the absence of serious events observed in statistically significant

numbers, the knowledge that we possess on the reliability of nuclear

installations is thus based on an observation of slight incidents or lapses and on

theoretical calculations of reliability component by component. We also know

that the cycle of nuclear energy is very long and that the life span of many

isotopes is longer than the life expectancy of human civilisations. We might

note that this is also the case for CO2 or industrial waste storage, although these

tend to get talked about much less. It is at any rate an issue that defies rational

reasoning. In fact, we are scared of the unknown.

Leaving aside public bodies, many people – people living near the power

plant, consumers, workers… – are involved in decisions on nuclear matters.

Internationally it is a tricky subject, particularly due to the historical link to

nuclear military force.

Whilst technical problems behind waste disposal are currently being

resolved, concerns as to the long term are, by their very nature, difficult for
our mental structures to process. Some opponents imagine very long-term

scenarios in which geological events or terrorist acts would lead to grave

problems for future populations, without placing these hypothetical risks

alongside some much more serious ones that potentially threaten humanity in

the same timescale.

The risks of nuclear proliferation are well known, but the relationship with

civil nuclear activities is, at the very least, complex: are nuclear power plants

really an indirect way of possessing weapons of mass destruction? Terrorism,

by its very nature, constitutes a difficult threat to avert. Like thousands of other

sensitive installations and zones, nuclear power plants are subject to protective

measures which, to date, have demonstrated their efficacy but which, in order

to remain effective, must remain secret. No measure can provide total

protection, as witness a simple utility knife being used to hijack an aircraft.

Basic principles adopted by the nuclear sector

The basic safety principle for reactors is to place three barriers between the

fissile matter (at the heart of the reactor) and the exterior:

- all inflammable installations enclosing uranium are insulated;

- the primary circuit is enveloped in thick steel equipment and redundant

back-up circuits enable potential failures in normal cooling modes to be

palliated;
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- lastly, the overall containment structures which are continually

undergoing improvements, a constant quest for perfection which

characterises the nuclear industry.

As well as definite threats, which come under the prevention principle,

nuclear activity has also been attentive to hypothetical threats – the domain

of the precautionary principle – whose legal formalisation came later.

Added to the basic regulations are the safety analyses. In the design phase,

for instance, 40 evolving model accidents – breakages in pipelines and steam

generators, loss of external electric current, etc. – are taken into account and

calculation codes analysed to determine how the heart of the system would

stand up, what would be the flow of the back-up system, what would need to

be re-injected into the heart. 

Then these accidents are submitted to a contradictory process between

experts of EDF, AREVA, CEA (atomic energy commission) and IRSN

(technical branch of the nuclear safety authority). Here it is the multiple lines

of attack, the prudent nature of hypotheses taken by each party, that make for

the robust nature of the analyses. 

The ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) approach stems from
a logic of continuous progress, aimed at ensuring that no-one working in the

power plants, EDF or subcontractor, receive any does of over 20mSv(4) per

year. This goal was reached in the early 2000s. Individual and collective doses

received by all staff, EDF personnel or subcontractors, were thus cut by a factor

of more than three. EDF also set up a permanent feedback from experience, in

other words continuous reviewing of all engineering, construction and

operational processes, involving the systematic modification of all identical

plant units – even the entire nuclear park (900, 1,300 or 1,450 megawatt plants)

– following any incident affecting a single unit. It is important to learn not to

underestimate risks. Lastly there are crisis management plans, principally

internal emergency procedures, specific intervention plans. They are tested

regularly, approximately every two months by means of systematic exercises,

each power plant in turn, under the control of the Nuclear safety authority and

the authorities, often with the involvement of the population. This way each

power plant is tested once every two years.

The human factor

It has emerged that some employees, sometimes well intentioned but over

confident, are capable of making use of loopholes in procedures, provoking
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human or financial catastrophes, at Chernobyl or more recently in the financial

sector.

The human factor constitutes an important element in risk management but

it is not free from contradiction and can carry a risk of lack of motivation or a

feeling of ill-being at work. Recently for instance, the tragic events around the

Chinon power plant led to an approach involving listening to the site’s

workforce, diagnosing the potential factors of ill feeling at work and

suggesting some practical corrective measures.

The lifespan of nuclear power plants (up to 60 years in the US) constitutes

an important economic argument. The coexistence of equipment and

technologies of different époques (controls and commands for instance),

however, demands a level of know how difficult to acquire in a few years.

Massive retirement plans can raise questions of motivation for young people in

the nuclear industry. It is not sure that the educational system and its students

are all in a “nuclear friendly” frame of mind.
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INDIVIDUAL AND 

COLLECTIVE RISK

Speakers: 

� Xavier Guilhou, historian and geographer, auditor for IHEDN

(National Defence Studies Institute) and advisor on External Trade for

France, on “Risk and Daring” 

� Général Richard Wolsztynski, former French Air Force Head of Staff,

on “Risk in Military Operations”

Participants: 

Gérard Paqueron, Bruno Révellin-Falcoz …

Risk and daring 

The Evolution of Western societies 

Talking of risk-taking in terms of profit and gain is a very cognitive

approach. The evolution of our societies globally leads us to reconsider risk-

taking in terms of life and death. This is a fundamental question. Western

societies have gradually become wary of risk, and fear plays a large part in this.

We live in a world of insurance, with a high degree of materiality. Everything

has to be regulated, standardised, conditioned … But despite the iron grip of

the economic, social and technical system, human beings and their instincts

still come to the surface. We talk of error and accident, but without accident,

there can be no real progress.

The zero risk culture has become deep-seated. Are we capable of hearing

the Apollo 13 astronauts saying: “Houston, we have a problem!” and then
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doing everything in their power to pull through? After hurricane Katrina in

New Orleans, those who succeeded in standing firm and reversing the situation

had the same mental resources as the Apollo 13 crew.

Our society is not willing to accept uncertainty. Distrust has replaced trust.

It is time that we moved to embrace daring, by considering uncertainty and

trust. We often hear “Everything is under control; there is no cause for

concern”. In reality, everything is complex! And responsibility is not correctly

identified from the outset.

Media coverage and interpretation of the precautionary principle 

The dilution of responsibility makes

us victims of “urgentism”. Television

wants us to believe that the planet’s fate

must be settled in 45 minutes, but

democracy slows everything down, and

we end up wading through a virtual

swamp. We spend four to five hours a day

in front of a screen on average (8 in the

US). This image-based society reinforces

the individual at the expense of the group.

The precautionary principle is interpreted in a very different way to what is

actually stipulated in the text. No-one is fully responsible any longer; everyone

has a small part of responsibility. While we seek certainties in the shape of job

security, we are letting beliefs and utopias take over in other areas. We are

living through a break between two eras: the industrial era and the information

era. New communication and information technologies are changing the

relationship between human beings. With Internet, anyone can become an

editor or an authority. States are more and more ineffectual, and a new world

order has emerged with new boundaries, new interrelationships, in which we

spend our time negotiating. Fear results from this because it is all happening so

fast. Nothing is isolated today. On

top of all that, excessive media

coverage increases these sometimes

virtual, sometimes very real interre-

lationships: “it is up to you to

judge!”. There is a breakdown in

confidence.

The media’s role is actually to
deliver high audience ratings, not
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information. Audience figures make it possible to attract advertising revenue,

guaranteeing a reasonable profit margin and thus survival. In a more and more

futile world based on instant fulfilment, a deteriorating critical spirit and,

paradoxically, a waning cultural level, all that glitters is gold, and star gazing

becomes the rule. And yet certain media bosses could put things back on the

right track, are capable of judging at any given time matters of general interest

with vital consequences for the country and of properly orienting their media.

Our reference points, hitherto tangible, have become fuzzy. Terrorism is

introducing other values such as sacrifice.

Encouraging authenticity, leadership, courage and non-conformism

Western populations are growing old whilst the rest of the world is

populated with young people with nothing to lose, a tendency which will only

intensify. Asian demography will continue to explode and its populations are

used to taking risks. This is producing an asymmetry in the power balance, and

their stakes are very different to our own. The geo-strategic centre has moved

to the Pacific. Our strategic intelligence is currently a weak point. We should

be intuitive and creative, but we have remained in the purely cognitive sphere.

Feedback from experience should be made systematic and cross fertilisations

encouraged. We should not be scared of transgressing rules and should invest

in meaning. We should go twice as fast and twice as well. We belong to very

individualist cultures, but daring must be collective, with a high level of

authenticity. We must find this authenticity in experience and expertise, and put

questions of leadership, courage and non-conformism back on the agenda. This

is what is not taught in schools.

Assuming responsibilities 

One thing is sure; at some point responsibility has to be assumed whether

in front of a board of governors or a judge, or even both when society and

politicians want their pound of flesh: this is the price to pay for taking risks

(even though it can lead to unacceptable extremes such as in the Outreau

case(5)). No-one can escape their responsibilities. Only the State could have

invented the marvellous legal standard “no fault liability” in order to protect its

administration. One must not be surprised then if politicians make the most of

the fallacious argument of “responsible but not guilty” while fault is

immediately pinned on company directors because of their official

responsibility, and presumption of innocence is eroded by highly charged
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media campaigns. Case dismissal or discharge often comes much later,

sometimes too late, once the spotlight has been switched off. The harm has

been done and then nobody wants to take risks any more. This issue of a

society which refuses the slightest movement, the slightest combat, surely

deserves to be examined. How then will we manage, faced with the huge

transformations we are currently undergoing?

Abandon short-term approaches and encourage our society to greater
maturity

In terms of strategic intelligence it is important to be able to steer a set of

collective elements: businesses, armies, NGOs, etc. The coherence and

cohesion of the ensemble provides this strategic dimension. What makes sense

for everyone? What would enable everyone to assume common values of

cohesion and solidarity to the extent of agreeing to sacrifice oneself in order to

defend one’s country? Who is ready to accept this personal commitment and

enter into exacting dimensions in which the slightest error is irrevocable? It is

far from sure that today’s societies are capable of such commitment because

there is a problem of collective management by which responsibility is shared

out between politician and citizen. What we need is leaders, respectable and

respected industry bosses, and to break away from short-term logic.

We are not only changing century but civilisation and every crisis is a sign

that another threshold has been crossed. We are not necessarily facing chaos,

as some predict (in particular French experts playing on the angst-laden

possibilities of globalisation) but rather a renaissance of the world against a

backdrop of incredible geographical and thematic mutations. This requires us

to mobilise all our talents, in particular the most daring. But for that, we have

to be willing to include error in all active pedagogy and to deal justly with the

notion of fault. This effort must be made if our society, which at present seems

to revel in victimisation and opportunist compassion, is to mature. It is crucial

to escape from this infantile, puerile relationship with questions of life and

death. We must stop telling people fairy stories and offering, like in circus acts,

an allopathic dose of unhealthy guilt which cuts them off from what is real and

maintains them in illusion. After such a fool’s paradise, reality will be both

terrible and cruel.

Risk in military operations 

Specific nature of military missions 

“Behind any soldier there will always be a person, with an assigned
mission”. These are called soldiers. They are one link in their chain of action.
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According to their rank, they find

themselves permanently and

simultaneously either at the highest

political-military level, or on the

ground, at the end of an operational

chain in which their mission is to

attain an assigned goal. When they

join up, they are young… and risk is

not their main preoccupation. Later,

with a little luck, if they wish, they

will perhaps move up the ranks and

will then have to face risk in military operations.

Unlike many other professions, all the ranks must be passed through in

order to reach the top. Soldiers are aware of risk and accept it progressively.

Risking their lives to protect their nation, an indispensable risk, remains a

personal choice. Once accepted, the risk is assumed… soldiers must obey

orders. It is a personal choice that soldiers make, both committing and binding.

The three possible statuses and who decides? 

Throughout history, soldiers have had three different statuses. As

mercenaries, they live off and for the war. They exploit the notion of risk more

for personal gain than for ideology. As conscripts, during the First World War,

citizen soldiers left for combat in 1914 without a care in the world. “Everything
will be in order very shortly, Alsace and Lorraine rapidly won back” is what

their leaders told them. Unfortunately, some months later, the deaths were

piling up. The attrition was terrible. Professional armies favour technology

and skill, ideas more associated with the notion of a “trade” but the risk-taking

has not fundamentally changed.

It is important to underline that the decision maker, in democratic countries,

is the politician. Politicians and soldiers are today linked by this shared risk

since they are both accountable for their decisions and acts before the nation.

The politician and the soldier who, tomorrow “as previously, will go two by
two, while the world goes step by step, side by side”. (General de Gaulle

quoting Musset in Le Fil de l’épée).

Current context 

The new context is one of operations, both internal (Vigipirate in France)

and external (e.g. Aghanistan). What characteristics, what main tendencies can

be seen to be emerging from current interventions? The origin of a conflict is
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rarely military. The solution to the problem cannot therefore be exclusively

military. The enemy is fuzzy, so defining a mission in straightforward and clear

terms will never be easy. Is the question one of imposing, re-establishing or

maintaining peace? Life is lived on a daily basis in the midst of a civil

population which might or might not support the soldier’s action. The risk of

terrorist action is permanent.

Add to that the structural complexity and chains of commandment: UN

trusteeship, UE mandate, national responsibility – framework, ad hoc
coalition… In the case of a coalition, other problems are raised: the language

barrier, mismatching technical and tactical procedures at the outset of the

operation, differing rules of engagement between the nations concerned. The

leaders never forget, though, that soldiers are under their direct responsibility

at all times. They think of this permanently… even at night!

But risk does not always wait for real operations. For the French air force

for instance, risk is permanently there, during air defence missions to ensure

the sovereignty of national airspace, during training missions, exercises which

enable soldiers of different armies and countries to figure out how to share out

the burden but not the associated risk, which cannot be shared.

Increased judicialisation and mediatisation 

Whilst soldiers deployed on a theatre of operations try to grasp and deal

with the context, a whole host of other actors turn up, without any real

coordination: NGOs, humanitarian groups often lacking initial organisation,

the media: television in particular which will show the resulting images on the

news that night! This new environment is extremely tricky to handle by the

military leader on the ground. In such an environment they rapidly realise that

their field of responsibility goes well beyond the actual mission.

In the event of an accident, and from combat preparation on, legal action

and media revelations must be systematically envisaged since they now

constitute an extra responsibility for the top military official. It is important to

remember that during operations, the latter is charged with translating a

political decision into military goals, and that political control will be exerted

on the process almost permanently.

Zero deaths and rules of engagement

The concept of zero deaths has done a great deal of damage to the
army. Is there not a fundamental incompatibility between two such antonymic

notions as risk-taking and the precautionary principle? No, this is what our

fellow citizens expect of our political and military leaders in the carrying out
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of their responsibilities. To take risks, yes! But not just anyhow, not at any
price … and with an eye on the escape route in the event of intervention!
The iterative process which leads to a decision to intervene must define, among

other aspects, the numbers of forces to be engaged, the modes of action and,

above all, the military leader on the theatre. It is important that the latter be

provided with as simple and clear rules of engagement as possible, as well as

the national political regulations which will apply to them. This is the new

nature of risk with which soldiers are confronted today, all within an entirely

professional army.

Politician and soldier 

A healthy relationship is needed between politician and soldier. They have

different roles, but a veritable complicity – in the noble, human sense of the

term – is necessary.

Is political control excessively tight? Not necessarily. The theatre

commander’s responsibility on the ground is complex, they have to compare an

analysis of the real situation with forecasts and instructions and then return to

the politician with this information. It is therefore crucial that these two trust

each other mutually and implicitly.

Evolution

One might note that two terms have disappeared from the debate in

France – military service and drafting – even though they expressed the link

between the army and the nation, the one in times of peace, the other before or

after a declaration of war (when there is a declaration). If one looks at the

notion of risk in this context, we see that nowadays soldiers risk their life
without any legal obligation. But the professional soldier possibly needs the

support of the nation more than ever. (General de Gaulle: “soldiers today, like
those of yesteryear, need a belief which brings them together, warms their
hearts and makes them greater”.)

Tomorrow, other soldiers will have to accept this risk that is necessary to

defend the French Republic and its values, ensure security in Europe and peace

in the world. In a more and more materialist and individualist society, it is

crucial that this necessary risk be accepted by citizens fundamentally attached

to the values of the French Republic, to which I would add that of solidarity.

One must remain confident, but at the same time realistic and attentive,

particularly when witnessing the recruitment process in friendly nations whose

armies were professional well before France’s, and where risk-taking is the

object of stiffer and stiffer negotiations!
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Time and Education 

Perfectionism and reaction time 

Perfectionism is the worst thing in our society today: if you take too much

time, you are rapidly out of the game. But how, with 10 to 15% of even the

most selective information, can you be in a position to extrapolate, to imagine

the 80% which will help you innovate, launch daring initiatives, inspire people

to action, etc.? What is needed is an education in risk-taking.

Time management is extremely important. Waiting till everything is perfect

is often a waste of time. In the medical domain for instance, one might compare

the principle of emergency medical services with the cumbersome structure of

the core hospital. If you want to save lives, you will call the emergency

services, as one would call the reactive first aid intervention of the fire-fighters.

You must always place yourself ahead of what is going on in the world, in

terms of the expression of strength and power. 

Young people as targets 

What must be taught to the youth of tomorrow: constitutional precaution or

a certain acceptance of risk? Leadership and authenticity cannot be learned at

school. However certain of society’s values can be transmitted at the moment

of adolescence, in secondary education. The role of older models is essential,

to act as guides, to teach choice and decision making, to analyse errors paving

the way to construction of a positive experience. The army is an excellent place

to acquire this education, and is recognised as such.
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Speakers: 

� Claude Frantzen, former Inspector general for nuclear safety at EDF

and President of the European Cindynics Institute (IEC), former head of

the Training and Technical branch (SFACT) of the French civil aviation

authority, member of the Air and Space Academy, on “Risks and

regulations”

� Ivan Boissières, Head of Development for the Institute for a Culture of

Industrial Safety (ICSI), on “Safety Culture”

Participants:

Gilles Motet, Jean Delacarte …

Risks and regulations 

Preamble

Here we will be looking at three types of high-risk areas – aeronautics,
nuclear and classified installations (chemical and petroleum installations,

industrial chemistry and chemical engineering) – and the regulations governing

them. The French as a people are accused of being fearful: as soon as machines

could fly, they were scared of them falling on their heads, then they were scared

that nuclear power plants would atomise them and chemical factories poison

them. What do the French turn to in such cases? They resort to the all powerful,

sovereign state! But what does the state do? What do the police do? The answer

is that they immediately fall back on the law: the Civil code (Article 1382 Civ)

and the Criminal code which deals with manslaughter through negligence

(Article 221 CP).
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Action is always taken after an accident, but this is not enough. The vox
populi says: “Action must be taken before the accident! Running such a terrible

risk should not be allowed! Regulations must be adopted!” Regulation is

qualified as the “great wooden sword of public authorities”. Of course there is

also research, but it is not cheap! Moreover, everyone, whether promoters or

users, wants to be free to launch projects, live their lives.

The players

Any system involving risk has three main types of player (the triangle of

any risk scene): its promoter, its beneficiary and its potential victim. You can

measure the impact of this system in terms of economic, human and societal

costs and benefits. Risk has a high social value and in certain activities can

generate significant financial compensations. 

Individual members of staff are simultaneously promoter, beneficiary and

potentially victim. For any employee, there exists a “single document”

representing work law. There is today a quasi performance obligation, and yet

an ambiguous attitude comes from the high value placed on risk.

In the case of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), their participation

in the debate on safety undoubtedly helps enhance the safety culture, not only

within companies, but beyond. However one extremely militant group of

NGOs are active in a number of operations. Some of their number have

concluded that it is useless engaging in discussions with sovereign states, or

allying themselves with these states. Instead they endeavour to bypass states by

using international law on sustainable development to impose new working

rules on civil societies. But they are bad losers. Such organisations, having

participated in a debate, or even launched it in the first place, can refuse to

accept a decision taken democratically by politicians and continue a fight to

delay enactment that does not appear compatible with democracy.

Residual risks

Can we accept the notion of residual risks? Does this notion find its place

in the regulations? The accepted risk triangle includes human aspirations

(optimal safety), technical possibilities which offer more and more potential

and economic capacities which can be very variable. But who can legitimately

define acceptable risks? Skilled engineers in some “major state body”?

Members of the rare victims’ entourage? Don Quixotes? Politicians? The

answers to these questions are difficult because there is a political ambiguity

between guaranteeing safety and safeguarding liberties. And even if everyone

knows that zero risk does not exist, dangers are still expected to be averted.
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How to regulate? 

In civil aviation, the “promoters” – aircraft or engine manufacturers,

operators, providers of airflow (air traffic controllers) and airports – are all

subject to “certification”. Each player must obtain its own specific

authorisation. Coherence between these players and the administration is

essential. Those operating in real time, in other words airlines and operators (in

particular pilots and controllers) must have a state endorsed licence, while

designers need a navigability certificate. Regulations have progressively

become international thanks to the International Civil Aviation Organisation

(ICAO). But a set of regulations without monitoring is useless, so regular

checks must be carried out. The applicant demonstrates conformity and the

authority verifies. One problem can come from the traceability of the decisions

made by the authority: the process of certification involves much discussion

and many changes of tack and ends, symbolically, with a signature. If one pays

attention only to the signature, one might think that it is the applicant – the

manufacturer – who has done all the work and that the authority is there to set

their signature … but this is to ignore the exchanges and changes of direction

that have led to this final decision.

In the nuclear domain, the operator holds entire responsibility for nuclear

safety. Nonetheless, in the US there does exist the possibility of certification of

a model. All the requirements are stored in a huge manual which represents an

approved reference source. In France, there is a very powerful monitoring

authority; in fact there are two types of body, a double failsafe, the Nuclear

Safety Authority (ASN), which decides, and the Institute of Radioprotection

and Nuclear Safety (ISRN) which provides the expertise. All this, like in the

aeronautics domain, is overseen by an international monitoring agency called

the International Agency for Atomic Energy (IAEA).

As regards classified installations, there are a multitude of factories and

companies but no standardised system such as exists in the nuclear industry.

There are regulations, however, and comprehensive application texts. A central

body exists to “study the dangers”, a supervisory body for authorisation, a body

charged with link up with emergency services and an information tool for

nearby residents. There is also a Plan for the prevention of technological risks

(PPRT) in conjunction with city planning. Dangers are averted via measures

that the préfet specifies by decree. The préfet is of course assisted by the

regional directorates for industry, research and the environment (DRIRE), in

other words by the mining engineers. The system is thus extremely

decentralised since it is the préfet who has the last word.
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Regulations and residual risks 

Do such regulatory tools accept the notion of residual risk, or does one

implicitly assume zero risk? As said above, the greatest risk consists of

avoiding risks. What, then, is acceptable risk and accepted risk? In

aeronautics, there is a tacit acceptance of residual risk: regulations do not cover

all eventualities and minimum safety requirements cannot shelter from

everything. A gust of wind can break a plane, but there is no regulation on the

subject. And although feedback from experience is a powerful tool (in aircraft

inquiries), there are fortunately few accidents so statistical processing comes

rapidly up against its own limits. The system of Flight operational quality

assurance (FOQA) has also been developed. In the case of systems, and only

systems, probabilities are calculated (EASA CS-25 1309).

In the nuclear industry, there is a discreet acceptance of residual risk (for the

EPR reactor, for instance, it is said that dangerous phenomena must be

“practically eliminated”). Most regulations follow a deterministic approach

based essentially on analysis and the fine judgment of engineers, enhanced by

experience and “probabilistic safety studies” (level 1, 2, 3). A very

sophisticated feedback from experience system exists which analyses

discrepancies in very low level phenomena. However, feedback from

experience is a rear view mirror that looks into the past, but finds it difficult to

look into the future. Feedback from experience makes it possible to avoid

repeating past mistakes.

In the case of classified installations in France, there exists an ambiguity in

the Code of the Environment (art L512-1) which states that probability of

occurrence, kinetics and gravity are taken into account, but authorisation can

only be granted if dangers are pre-empted by specific measures… The “gravity

grid”, with its probability/consequence margins, is not imposed on applicants –

in other words manufacturers – but proposed by them. In this way we arrive at

the notion of “sufficient management of risks”: to do as well as is possible!

Accepted variability of risk 

In normal functioning of a complex system, there is not just one level of

risk, and risk level also evolves with time. In aeronautics, risk changes

according to circumstances: the weight of the aircraft, the airport, weather, etc.

In the nuclear industry, risk changes according to network load control, reactor

stoppage, transients…For classified installations, risk can also change

according to transients and transport interfaces.

In abnormal functioning, what extra risk should be accepted in the event of

an anomaly? Is it necessary to “shut everything down immediately”? In
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aeronautics, certain anomalies are predictable and a “Minimum equipment list”

(MEL) therefore exists. This is perfectly acceptable and is a matter for

professionals. On the other hand, in the event of an unforeseen anomaly, a

feedback from experience warning comes into effect. Vigilance is stepped up

“for a certain time”. Likewise in the nuclear industry, deferred authorisations

are given. In classified installations, the “orange” zone of the gravity grid

comes into application.

Geopolitical variability 

There are extremely different ways of dealing with risk in different

countries. In the nuclear sector, the IAEA has set up Operational Safety Review

Teams (OSARTs) which carry out reviews and exchanges of operational

experience. In civil aviation, a “black list” exists (see Academy’s dossier no.

28) along with the IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA) certification. For

classified installations, the main multinationals are endeavouring to standardise

their operations. The tendency is for the situation to improve in developing

countries, although Bhopal serves as a lesson to encourage us to further

progress.

Leisure and stunt flying in civil aviation 

In civil aviation, there exist different types of practices. The concept of

users’ freedom has encouraged the growth of ultralight aircraft, amateur

constructors and stunt pilots. How can politicians be made to understand that

risk-taking for oneself is an individual freedom? Can the concept of

enlightened consent, such as in surgery, be transferred to industry? Regulations

are there to manage risks, but they are coloured by society’s ambiguous take on

risk. One mustn’t expect too much of them, because in terms of risk, what

counts is not regulation, but motivation!

Human and organisational stakes of safety culture

Safety behaviour as a corollary to risk-taking 

This section is based on the study of socio-technical systems in the energy

and chemical industries. Behaviour is a major lever for safety, along with

technical and organisational improvements. Between the 1960s and the 1980s,

the accident rate dropped sharply thanks to technical improvements and more

reliable installations. Between the 1980s and 2000, there was a further drop in

the accident rate due to the development of QSE (quality, safety and

environment) management systems. Today a plateau has been reached in terms

of behaviour which must be taken into account.
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Another reason why behavioural aspects are important to safety is that

accident inquiries generally reveal that more than two thirds of failures are due

to behavioural problems (non respect of rules, errors…) Here we are in the

realm of human factor and its role in safety.

Lastly, safety behaviour is important because behaviour is the visible

(observable) part of human and organisational factors; it enables us to

understand the underlying causes of both individual and collective

dysfunctions which can be due to poor organisation and management.

Two categories of safety behaviour 

1. Behaviour in conformity with safety rules, including wearing

individual protection gear such as helmets and respecting critical

procedures such as work permits, pre-use inspections, the maintaining of

order, cleanliness and tidiness in the work space, holding on to the hand

rail, etc. The degree of conformity can vary according to the rules, and
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between individuals, groups and companies. There can be a gap between

what is required and actual situations (stipulated/real). It is impossible to

foresee everything, to stipulate directives for any eventuality. It is

impossible to prescribe motivation, confidence, serenity, a healthy

outlook, cooperation, etc. The more barriers there are, the more rules

there are, the more these rules will be violated. In other words, the more

rigid a structure, the more individuals are obliged to resort to (often

necessary) circumvention. One obvious example ensued from the

scandal of contaminated blood in France; in this case the number of rules

was multiplied to such an extent that people no longer die from

contaminated blood, but from the lack of blood available for

transfusions, because excessive regulations have led to a decline in the

blood stock! 

2. Safety initiative behaviour, including drawing attention to dangerous

situations, suggesting and obtaining corrective measures, participation

in activities to improve safety, formal initiatives and co-regulation,

informal initiatives and self-regulation, the retrieval of degraded

situations, shared vigilance, the creation/diffusion of skilled practices.

The higher the degree of initiative, the greater the degree of conformity

(and not the opposite). When safety rules stem from employees’

initiatives (solutions which are adapted to the reality of the workplace),

they are more easily applicable. Likewise, when employees are

consulted to elaborate these rules, they are more inclined to apply them

(participation conformity).

Three main approaches to improve safety behaviour 

The first approach, known as the “human factor”, looks into the work situa-

tion. The second, “safety behaviour” concerns individual behaviour. The third,

“safety culture”, deals

with organisational

factors. 

The main principle

of the human factor

approach is that it is

not possible to act on

human behaviour, but

on situations. It is

easy to forget that

human beings are a
factor of reliability.
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They are often considered to be sources of accidents, but they are also relied

on to retrieve very problematic, dangerous situations. Behaviour has a number

of properties that are difficult to change, even through training, which often

only deals with marginal aspects. Human behaviour, for instance, is known to

have chrono-biological cycles: it is not a good idea to programme risky

maintenance activity at three o’clock in the morning because the chance of a

drop in vigilance at that moment is very high. So rather than addressing

behaviour, it is better to look at situations, in other words, not to examine what

is visible, but factors linked to the work station and the overall work situation.

Then the different elements of this situation must be adapted to human beings.

Human beings are known to commit 8 to 10 errors per hour, and fortunately, to

immediately correct 80% of them. Among these are routine errors linked to

attention deficiencies. 

The behaviourist approach has been tackled for some time by the Anglo-

Saxons in the ABC model (Antecedent, Behaviour, Consequence). What

influences human behaviour the most is the consequence of this behaviour.

ABC is based on three main notions concerning the impact of the consequence

which can be: immediate or delayed, certain or uncertain, positive or negative.

When the consequence of behaviour is immediate, certain and positive
(IC+), we carry on with this behaviour, otherwise we tend to modify it. If we

go back to the case of the personal protective equipment that operators do not

wear: what are the antecedents? The protective goggles, for instance, were not

available, peers were not wearing them, not enough time to put them on, lack

of training, low awareness of risks... What are the consequences of not wearing

protective goggles? There can be injuries, reprimands, saved time, a certain

comfort, the approval of one’s peers (who don’t wear them either)… On

balance, this adds up to IC+ and so the behaviour continues. 

What can be done to move beyond this behaviour? Training is a partial, but

very real solution. Work has to go into the consequences of acts by increasing

the positive image of work practices which reduce risk. Current solutions are

usually based on observation and feedback between peers or from superiors.

Preferred methods do not single out what does not work, but rather try to raise

questions so as to make operators more aware of their risky behaviour. Positive

feedback must also of course be encouraged.

Safety culture

However, if safety behaviour is to be improved in a lasting way, some work

needs to be put into a safety culture. The safety culture approach starts from

the premise of controlling risks and consists of three major organisational
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factors: the style of management (safety leadership), the role of the collective

workforce and the attitudes of individuals.

Safety leadership on the part of the management must above all be credible,

in other words it needs to be both efficient and exemplary. Operators cannot be

expected to make efforts towards greater safety if upper management does not

set up the right supporting structure. This structure, for example, could be

based on accident/incident analysis, follow up corrective actions, and safety

training. The intrinsic safety levels of all installations must also be checked out.

Management has a role to play in promoting safety behaviour by setting up

guidelines, monitoring their application and positively reinforcing good

practices. Active participation must also be encouraged, both collective (team

meetings, elaboration and revision of safety rules) and individual (stimulation

and reactions to the solutions put forward).

Peer influence is essential. The workforce is a unit which favours interde-

pendence, stability, mutual help and support, know-how and shared work rules,

as well as professional identity. It influences the safety behaviour of individual

members via collective representation, group standards on safety practices, and

the shared vigilance which creates a sort of informal behaviour regulation. The

workforce is influenced by overall organisation. Too rapid a turnover for

instance tends to fragment the rules of the trade established by the workforce.

Stability in the workforce is therefore advisable.

The individual aspect varies greatly according to whether the incident in

question is a major or minor one. In the case of major accidents, involving

death or handicap, the perception of risks is mainly emotional (anxiety, fear,

anguish) and three types of attitude are possible: escape (resignation, transfer),

a defensive attitude or denial of the risk which can encourage rash behaviour;

an active attitude towards controlling risk (initiatives and conformity). On the

other hand, when the risks are minor, such as slight injuries or a gradual

deterioration to health, the perception of risk is mainly rational and can

encourage a more reasoned attitude based on the cost/benefit ratio of

conforming to safety rules. Individual behaviour is strongly influenced by the

safety logic of the organisation: someone who tries to extinguish a fire on their

own can be considered as a hero by one organisation or as a reckless fool by

another.

Safety culture and social culture

Four types of safety culture have succeeded each other historically: the

initial fatalist safety culture at the very beginnings of industrial development;

a working class safety culture centred on the people closest to the work and to
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the danger involved on the basis that they were the ones who knew the rules of

the trade; a bureaucratic safety culture in which the liability of the company

was engaged according to a set of rules, and an integrated safety culture

combining staff implication and management commitment (this is what can be

observed in best safe companies).

The major international groups have remarked that the same safety policies

can produce different results when applied in different nations. So what holds

the most sway: national culture or organisational culture? The debate is

ongoing. In some cases, organisational culture has succeeded in imposing itself

over the culture of the country itself, in terms of styles of leadership and

management, etc.: patterns of behaviour have been developed that are far

removed from the national culture. But it is clear nonetheless that any safety

culture must take into account the characteristics proper to each national

culture.
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Speakers:

� Claude Terrazzoni, President of the Chamber of Commerce and

Industry (CCI) of Toulouse, former Chairman and CEO of the

Aeronautical branch of Aerospatiale, member of the Air and Space

Academy on “Risk-taking in industry”

� Philippe Couillard, former Chairman and CEO of EADS Launch

Vehicles, member of the Air and Space Academy, on “Risks in space”

Participants: 

Pierre Sparaco, Jacqueline Morand-Deviller, Jean Delacarte, Pierre

Mazeaud, Jean-Claude Hironde, Jean-Claude Bück, Georges Ville, Bernard

Ziegler, Jean-Paul Perrais, Xavier Guilhou …

The aeronautical experience

Progress to date

The progress unquestionably achieved by aeronautics with regard to safety

for more than 40 years, thanks in particular to the probabilistic approach, has

been remarkable and must serve as a model. Air transport has been turned into

the safest means of transport on the planet. 2007 saw the lowest ever rate of

plane crashes in the world. Our only weakness is perhaps to insufficiently

communicate on the subject: our message is not heard as it should be, and yet

the aeronautical safety model deserves to be more widely known and

transposed to other industrial sectors.

Life is an enterprise

Life is an enterprise in itself, and in any enterprise there is an element of

risk. The whole history of our civilisation is based on the spirit of initiative and

risk-taking by which our world has evolved and progressed. Where would we
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be now if, through caution, we had banned the potato from being introduced

into Europe? The same question can be put in connection with all that makes

for the comfort and progress of our everyday life…

The personal history of each one of us is founded on the taking of risks

which mark out the stages of our existence and which enable us to develop,

evolve and make a success of our life. “Nothing ventured, nothing gained”,

says the old proverb. 

But today, we do not think like that any more in our companies. We are

afraid of everything, and not only of dying: sex, alcohol, tobacco, speed,

delocalisation, globalisation, Turkey, beefsteak, chicken, greenhouse effect,

genetically modified food, nanotechnologies… “The only fear we have just
about eliminated is that of the sky falling on our heads …”

Zero risk does not exist

We want to calculate everything, to rationalise everything, to foresee

everything, to control risks completely and one forgets that zero risk does not
exist. 

In aeronautics, though, it is accepted that zero risk does not exist although

it is of course difficult to define acceptable risk. Risk is calculated by using

laws of probability based on data accumulated in the course of experience and

scientific knowledge. In this way risk has been gradually reduced by dint of

work, measurements and actions. But, in our business, there is no absolute

certainty, zero risk does not exist and it is necessary to acknowledge human

errors and the unforeseen. 

So, what’s to be done and how to go about doing it? The first thing is to
accept that zero risk does not exist. Rationally one will never solve

everything, and this should be acknowledged. It is the charm and the mystery

of the life. It is necessary to have faith in life; a life lived to the full, a life in

which one achieves goals instead of protecting oneself. Realistically speaking,

in the event of an accident, life has a price and insurances can assess this very

well. When there is an air crash, it would be better to swiftly compensate the

families of the victims rather than argue for years, even decades sometimes,

over responsibilities and faults. To err is human: miscarriages of justices are

acknowledged, then why not accept other errors? We must make an effort to

rekindle “the culture of audacity” and in order to do so, it is vital to recognise

the right to make mistakes. If one accepts people’s right to get it wrong, then

it will be possible to become an entrepreneurial and creative society once

more.
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Precautionary principle and entrepreneurial freedom 

The precautionary principle is a barrier to action. During the Chamber

of Commerce and Industry’s Summer School it was pointed out that contrary

to European texts on the same question, which are perfectly explicit, the

precautionary principle in France is implicit. Its lack of precision leaves room

for subjective interpretation and assessment. This explains why judges today

present a rather negative position each time a risk is encountered. Politicians

also prefer to play safe, giving in to the pressure of the media, of associations,

of financiers, in short favouring inaction as against action. The recent affair of

GMOs once again appears to be a very striking example.

Faced with the possibility of serious, irreversible risks, the absence of

positive legislation is dangerous and leads to inaction and lack of decision. An

explicit precautionary principle, on the other hand, in which rules and trigger

events are clearly explained, would be welcomed as an intelligent alternative

to the current more radical and frankly hostile attitude towards the

precautionary principle. In actual fact, the precautionary principle is not, in

itself, harmful – indeed it is necessary in certain cases – but its improper use

and bad interpretation have transformed France into a timorous country after

having been a leading light of progress in the world.

Clarify and give more balance to the precautionary principle 

The texts must go further, be made more explicit, the breach opened by

subjectivity – into which decision makers plunge both complacently and

dangerously – must be closed. The heart of the principle is not at question, but

there should be greater lucidity and clarity and borderline applications should

be made more explicit. However even this clarification of the principle is

unlikely to resolve anything since it will be carried out by judges with no

scientific or technological qualification. And here it is the problem of experts

that raises its head once again, in particular the way in which they are

designated! The precautionary principle should, in addition, be considered in

the light of an analysis of the risk/benefit ratio. Today we can point the finger

at politicians for not having respected the precautionary principle, but never for

having taken a decision fraught with economic or technological consequences.

And yet economics and innovation are life itself; in the end it is development

and progress that are paying a heavy tribute to this culture of caution and fear.

We might wonder why, unlike Germany, we have missed the train of economic

growth. Aeronautics is a successful example of the proper mix of daring and

calculated industrial risk. The aeronautics experience can and must inspire our

society to advance, using reason but also daring.
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Our society has become poisoned by anxiety and we cannot carry on in this

way… Death is part of life and it is necessary to the evolution of the

community. To live is to venture forth, to move forward… But in our society,

freedom of enterprise is now considered as a dangerous freedom. If we take the

example of the American model, setting up a business does not necessarily

involve heavy deliberations on risk. The guiding principle of American

education is “just do it”. Over here, fear of risk stifles our creativity, kills off

our projects, undermines our successes and hinders our progress.

In the name of the precautionary principle and for the sake of caution, the

oyster industry was ruined a few years ago because of a suspicious death which

turned out later to be natural. And stories such as that one go on every day. The

affair of contaminated blood caused havoc in the 1990s, at all levels, and we

are currently paying the devastating bill instead of drawing the real

conclusions.

Science and decision making process

Science and scientists must be restored to their rightful place in the debate

and the decision making process. The decision to temporarily suspend the

planting of GMOs in France makes a mockery of the work of scientists in this

field. It introduces the precautionary principle into an area which is already the

object of very careful study and in-depth assessment. This is a serious breach

since it reveals that decisions are taken more under the influence of pressure

groups and in a short term perspective than by means of a scientific grasp of

the problem. The scientific world is thus treated with less legitimacy that of

financiers, politicians, media and agitators of all kinds… And we know by

experience where this can lead, for example at the time of the contaminated

blood scandal, as already mentioned… It is crucial that science and scientists

regain the recognition they deserve, essential that we join this combat. We must

let those who have knowledge do the talking, we must listen to what they have

to say and not allow their words to be twisted.

Stop damning the future

We also have a duty to rising generations not to be gloomy about the future.

No-one can claim that tomorrow will be less beautiful than today, except

weather experts in a limited area. To disparage the future, to disparage the

evolution of the world, is somehow to refuse that life and the world will

continue after us. And it does a great deal of damage.

Recently the Foundation for political innovation published the results of a

survey carried out on 20,000 people in Europe, Asia and North America. This

survey was entitled “Young people facing the future”. It aimed to analyse the
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perception 16-19 year olds have of their future as regards globalisation, work,

money, family, institutions, etc. 

Result: young Americans have a positive “let’s go” attitude, Scandinavians

are the same, the Chinese feel good about themselves, and the French, alas, are

the most depressed young people on the planet… They have taken after their

elders who harp on to them that the world is doomed, despite the fact that they

produce more children than their European neighbours. Does that make any

sense?

So “let’s wake up, each one of us, and build a society which believes in, and
is willing to commit itself to, the future”. During the Chamber of Commerce

and Industry’s Summer school, homage was paid to the visionary engineer

Pierre-Paul Riquet who, with the support of Colbert, dared to design and realise

the Canal du Midi, over four centuries ago. He had faith in his project, which

he funded in part from his own pocket, and he carried it through, thus opening

up the first channel for mobility and free traffic of persons and merchandise of

the region. Let us hope that our country is blessed with many more visionaries

such as Pierre-Paul Riquet and that we will have the courage to support their

daring ambitions.

Daring is an approach to life, it is a culture, a thirst for progress. In

aeronautics and space we know what that means. We should learn how to

communicate this confidence in the future to others...

Risks in space

Specific nature of these risks

By their nature, space activities carry with them a high level of risk.

However, the space industry has gradually brought this risk level down, indeed

it is a permanent obsession in both development and operational stages. When

launched, an Ariane 5 often carries two telecommunications satellites: cost of

the launcher $200 M; cost per satellite $200 M; so a total cost of $600 million.

Launching and placing a scientific satellite in orbit often represents years of

work and effort for the scientists who designed the mission. 

In terms of risk, there are many highly specific aspects to space activities.

There are even features specific to launchers, satellites or manned flights. 

Launchers contain large amounts of energy, stored in liquid or solid

propellants. The power required for take-off of Ariane 5 is equivalent to the

entire cumulated power of all French nuclear power plants (45 GW). For

reasons of weight, the materials are used with low safety margins.

Technologies are exploited to the maximum of their performance. The flight
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envelope is very narrow. 2 or 3 degrees of extra incidence during atmospheric

flight probably means the break up of the launcher. Reaction times are low 

(0.2 s), ruling out any external intervention in case of failure, except the remote

control order to self-destruct. The vibration environment is very severe (rear

part 180dB), however the mission is short, in the order of an hour. There are no

fatigue problems. 

Satellites are low energy vehicles of 1 to 20 kW. They move in a very

particular environment: vacuum, radiation, wide thermal fluctuations and

severe vibration during launch... They have a long life in principle: up to 15

years with little possibility of repairing equipment. Maintenance can only be

carried out by onboard software modified by ground control. Time constants

are large: the orbital period. 

Manned vehicles combine the characteristics of launchers during

atmospheric crossing – both outward and return phases – and those of satellites

during their orbital life. They must not only be reliable, they also have to be safe. 

Approaches to the reduction of risks for launchers 

At the beginning of the space age,

redundancy of equipment was not an issue

bearing in mind the brevity of the mission.

The latest launchers have redundancy built

into the electrical circuits (onboard

computer, inertial system). The redundancies

are active and the whole set of principal

circuits switches to the redundant circuits.

Electronic components have a centralised

supply with very strict batch controls. 

However, unfortunately it is impossible to

go further, there is no possibility of redun-

dancy for propulsion, tanks, pyrotechnic

separation systems, the nozzle orientation

actuators... Reliability is sought at design

stage in various ways: analysis of zones and

avoidance of fault propagation. In production

and operational stages, it is obtained by very tight quality control. It is not

enough to check that an item complies with its specifications, it is also necessary

to analyse drift characteristics throughout all production stages. Launcher

preparation operations on the ground follow very strict safety regulations for

hazardous operations: fuelling, pressurisation, pyrotechnic casing... 
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Ariane 5 V192 liftoff from the French

Guiana Space centre. 

Credits : ESA/CNES/Arianespace 



Although the statistics in

this figure are out of date, the

lessons that can be learned

from them remain valid.

Atmospheric crossing (dyna-

mic pressure greater than

5,000 Pascals) demonstrates

the highest risks. The end of the final stage and the separation of the launcher

and satellite are also sources of failures.

What is the true reliability of launchers?

The curve opposite shows

the reality by taking in all the

world launchers and including

test launches and launchers with

low production rates. 

There is an average rate of

5% annual failures. Insurers

usually require 7% of the

insured amount in order to cover

the risk to the launch.

If we examine a homo-

geneous production line like

that of Ariane 1 to 4 with 144

launches we can note: early failures of initial versions required a change in

design definition (flights 2, 5, 15 and 18); from flights 19 to flight 70, failures

were attributed to production quality (flights 36, 63 and 70); no failures were

recorded on the last series of 74 launches.

We might look at the Soyuz launchers which constitute the longest series

built to date, in the order of around 1,700 launches. It can be noted that the

longest series of launches without failures is 149. One can conclude that under

certain conditions we should be able to achieve a 1% failure rate. These

conditions are: not to change the definition (stable configuration and

production process); to keep a sufficient production rate to ensure stability of

the teams. 
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Risk reduction strategies for satellites
� To envisage redundancy where possible. They must be on standby to

minimise electric consumption. One must be able to make all possible

links between the redundancy chain equipment.

� The redundancy is set in place by ground control. There is no hurry.

Attention must be paid to the reliability of the ground procedures.

� As repairs are impossible and the mission is long, great attention must

be paid to the choice of components. Each one is tested separately,

labelled and used in active mode for a certain number of hours to

eliminate initial breakdowns.

� In vacuum, friction between parts poses problems. It is better to avoid

mechanisms of that nature if possible.

� When possible choose a temperature of 20°C for all functions, since

ground test conditions are at this temperature.

The risk reduction strategy as regards manned flights: 

� What levels of risk are acceptable for the astronauts?

� We live less than 100 years, which is to say less than one million hours. 

� The risk rate is supposed to be constant throughout life, approximately

10-6/hour.

� Space missions represent a few hundred hours. If their rate of risk were

the same as that of normal life, the probability of losing an astronaut

should be of about 10-4 per mission. 

� The life of an astronaut on a mission is not normal life. One can accept

that risks are greater: 10 times, 100 times greater?

� One considers acceptable a probability of loss of an astronaut of about

10-3, even 10-2 per mission. 

� Direct consequence: one needs a means of rescue on launching.

� As regards manned flight, one has to dissociate success of the mission

and safeguarding of lives. The basic strategy is then:

- a single failure must not call into question the success of the mission;

- a double failure must not endanger the life of the astronauts. 

This is the FO/FS criterion: fail operational/fail safe. For the remainder, one

applies the strategies of the launchers and of the satellites when they are

applicable.

Financial risks 

Financial risks due to optimistic forecasts

From the outset of a programme, an ambitious but honest timeline must be

established, especially when in partnership, so as to avoid the risk of the most
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efficient partners aligning themselves on the least efficient. For this reason it is

necessary to motivate people to stick to ambitious but not unrealistic schedules.

The problem is that one comes up against unforeseen hitches in totally

unpredictable fields. And they are never the same ones from one programme to

another. But one must be able to focus energies without thinking of possible

hitches. It is a false policy in such a programme to envisage eventualities a

priori and to prolong the timeline by a year or a year and half in provision. It

is much more expensive in terms of overheads. Instead, people must be

motivated to meet ambitious schedules which they believe in. When

unforeseen factors are then encountered the necessary actions are taken. This

is the scheduling strategy behind the ambitious development programmes.

However launching a programme based on new technologies is much

riskier than launching one in which the technology is already mastered. When

one is launching a programme based on a new technology, it is important to

ensure that this technology is sufficiently mature because by the time

development is underway, if a technological hitch occurs on something

fundamental, the consequences are vast. During definition phase, a

technological hitch adds a little on to the budget. But during development

phase it can put costs up ten- or a hundred-fold because everyone is “on the

bridge”; thousands of people are waiting until the incident is fixed. To

minimise setbacks during the development phase, it is necessary to take

particular care to prove these technologies well before launching. Of course we

often think mistakenly that we have properly qualified technologies … 

The risks involved in the evolution of the markets

Aerospace is a high-risk industry in which cycles follow global economic

crises. When one meets a downturn, one wonders how far it might go, but no-

one knows anything for sure. There are two challenges facing the industry in

this case:

� The first is not to collapse when there is a downturn; 

� The second is not to collapse when there is a recovery because

insufficient production capacity makes it impossible to deliver. There

are companies that fold when there is renewed demand and that is a

catastrophe. It is impossible to do worse in terms of management.

Management

Because they were directed by “aviators” who were capable of overcoming

risks with courage and energy, all Airbus programmes from the A300 until the

A340 were delivered on time.
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It is important to work under pressure. It is people’s enthusiasm that

achieves results that are taken for granted but that couldn’t be pulled off

otherwise.

Detecting problems

Apart from keeping to deadlines at the start of a programme, there are two

other stages to consider: watching out for faint signs that something is going

off track (the complexity of industrial organisations can make this detection

even more difficult...); once a faint sign has been detected, what kind of

readjustment should take place? Too great a readjustment, too often, is

definitely not good. However avoiding readjustment altogether is not the

answer.  

Action and reaction must be matched to the circumstances. There are no

absolute rules. The timeline must not be abandoned too quickly. But when it

has to be abandoned, there must be high visibility because organisations are

complex with personnel throughout Europe. The great complexity of

organisations means that it is not always possible to be aware of everything. It

is important to keep a systematic and systemic business view so that everything

is apparent everywhere and nothing is hidden. This is not always easy.

Sustainable development

Development is something that is ever changing. There is a phase of

creativity, a phase of exuberance and a phase of death. Thinking on sustainable

development can be stimulated by reflections on risk-taking. It makes more

sense to consider what is sustainable, what is possible, what is imaginable

through a perspective of risk-taking and more audacious management, than to

attempt to prop up an action in the long term within the framework of a system

which is in a state of collapse, in the process of imploding.

It is time to stop talking about the precautionary principle, to refuse to lock

oneself in a kind of pseudo durability, pseudo perennialism which stifles life,

which is deeply morbid and humiliating for our country and our youth. 

However one cannot deny the ambitious, generous vision which is at the heart

of the idea of sustainable development, based on solidarity in space and time,

between States and between generations. It signifies the end of an era of

abundance and plenty and the growing need to take into account the scarcity and

fragility affecting once inexhaustible, now threatened resources, such as water.

One might criticise a certain trivialisation of the concept: sustainable

development is fashionable and insinuates itself everywhere. But what will its

true influence be? What is hidden behind the boastful statements?
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CLOSING DISCUSSIONS

The discussion was centred on Pierre Mazeaud’s concluding keynote.

Pierre Mazeaud was formerly President of the Conseil constitutionnel and a

consummate mountaineer, conquering Everest in 1978.

Speakers: 

Pierre Mazeaud (main speaker), Michel Ziegler, Jacqueline Morand-

Deviller, Jean-Claude Bück, André Turcat, Guy Boy, Claude Frantzen,

Pierre Sparaco, and others… 

Performance obligation or due care?

Some considerations concerning mountaineering 

For a mountain guide, like for a doctor, there is only an obligation of

caution, of diligence, of due care but not performance: it is impossible to

guarantee that the customer will come back safe and sound.

Considerations on transports 

If for mountain guides there can be no performance obligation does the

same thing apply to transports? Would society accept risk-taking on the part of

sportspersons, mountaineers and cosmonauts, but not when one travels by

aeroplane, by train? It seems that in planes or trains, like in the case of the

guide, there can be no performance obligation. Air transport is subject to an

extremely low level of risk. But it is not nonexistent. And the customer, the

passenger, by purchasing their ticket, decides freely to take this risk. If the risk

comes about, it is a normal risk that the passenger has taken. Risk-taking of all

sorts must be encouraged, even on the part of the consumer.
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In fact, for transport systems, there is a performance obligation when we

buy a ticket, i.e. to get us to a specified destination. For a guide, the main

concern is not to lead a successful climb, but to bring the customer back alive.

This is not made explicit in transports. If there is an accident the insurances are

there to hand out financial compensation and there is only legal action if there

is fault.

The difference between the two extreme cases under discussion seems to be

situated in the very great disparity in the risks that are run, and therefore the

different perception of the obligations imposed and the risks accepted.

Passengers who buy plane or train tickets should know that they are exposing

themselves to a risk, however low it may be. And that in the event of an

accident they have no right to engage procedures unless there is proven,

definite fault.

Judicial power or authority?

There is no such thing as judicial power. Journalists or politicians talk

erroneously of the power of the judiciary, since in the constitution, there exists

only authority. And one holds authority thanks to those who have acquired

legitimacy by being elected. But so much has been said of their power that

judges have appropriated a veritable power for themselves, which is a scandal. 

Judges nowadays are nominated and designated in France by the Conseil

des ministres, at least the key ones, but there are no elected judges. There are

only two powers in the constitution: legislative and executive.

Competition, money and the media 

Sportspersons make much of competition as a source of motivation. On the

whole, the spirit of competition is inherent to life itself. In many professions,

one seeks results, progress and performance.

But for mountaineering, another problem arises. Money has entered the

world of sports, even disciplines such as mountaineering, and many

mountaineers live through sponsoring. Nowadays, sponsoring implies media

coverage. High level sportspersons are forced to enter the vicious circle of

performance-money-media, which can even break them.

Likewise, political activity does not go on simply in the National Assembly

or the Senate. It is also pursued wherever journalists are to be found. This is a

new dimension of our society. In aeronautics the story is not so different: the

Airbus / Boeing dispute is unquestionably a competition in which finance and

the media play a very prominent role. Public opinion judges things in terms of
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competition, which is usually translated into financial terms. The media relay

this competition.

But the media are not all tarred with the same brush, there is a huge

diversity of publications, there are excellent and not so excellent journalists.

The printed press is short of great journalists and, although very good at

judging others, it lacks the capacity to analyse its faults, to stand back and take

a hard look at itself. The Internet is also taking on more and more importance

and has to be taken into account.

Young people’s motivation 

In France, speaking objectively, the most gifted students graduate from the

grandes écoles rather than the universities. The latter should reflect on their

future. Many of this elite leave for other countries. Their reasons are varied but

the financial argument is not the main pull. Working conditions and

environment are much more important. It is vital to reflect on this, because a

country that loses its elite can no longer move forward. And to move forward,

one must take risks.
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PROVISIONAL 

RECOMMENDATIONS

NB: We will call the person taking risks a “decider/actor”. The term decider

can be too restricted if we do not adjoin the notion of action.

R1. It is easier to manage risks when they are familiar, from both a theoretical

and operational point of view. It is therefore advisable to train

deciders/actors in such a way that they have been confronted at least once

with the risks or types of risks they are likely to come up against. This

recommendation of course applies to risks that are already known. The

training and selection process of deciders/actors must be focused on their

personality; in other words their temperament (inherited) and their

character (learned). Temperament is uppermost in the search for

stimulation, strong sensations and novelty. Character governs mainly

individual maturity, willpower, sense of responsibility, self knowledge

and emotional control. A mature decider/actor’s training can take a

relatively long time and this simply has to be accepted.

R2. It is much simpler, easier and more effective to anticipate rather than to

react after a crisis. “Prevention is better than cure!” The input of new

technologies and organisation must be exploited to the full in order to

better anticipate and pre-empt.

R3. Rather than block the development of a technology and/or a project, it is

preferable to set up appropriate in-depth research in order to improve

understanding of the associated impacts and risks.
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R4. The precautionary principle could be renamed “action principle”, by

investing further in active aspects such as preparation and feedback from

experience.

R5. The human factor constitutes an important element in risk management.

Human operators’ activities must be promoted, and safety factors such as

their motivation, skill and well-being in the workplace must be

reinforced. Let us not forget that accidents are usually born of routine. An

optimal solution must be found between procedures followed by human

operators and automation in order to properly regulate and control

routine situations. 

R6. Error and accident are inseparable from experience and progress. It is

time to develop a safety culture which leaves room to resolve problems

by means of true individual commitment and effective group work. It is

only by instigating a climate of trust, dialogue, consultation, intuition and

creativity that certain areas of (cognitive) ignorance will be eliminated.

The best way to control human errors would be to have made them all

and to have learned to correct them. An effort is clearly needed in order

to restore maturity to our society which seems to enjoy wallowing in

victimisation and opportunist compassion.

R7. We must bring forth a culture of recognised leaders, capable of taking

and managing risks and kindling this spirit in their teams. This will need

courage, the right to make errors, and long term vision.

R8. The notion of authority is crucial in risk-taking. Who controls the

operations? Who is accountable to whom? Who is responsible? Is

authority shared in a coherent and unequivocal way? The authority of

those taking risks must be correctly defined as well as the chain of

responsibility that led to the risk-taking in question.

R9. Develop a safety culture. This requires respect for safety rules concerning

operational procedures and necessary equipment, but above all requires

proactive behaviour and safety initiative. Humans can be a factor of

reliability as long as they are involved from the outset in the process of

establishing safety rules.

R10. Zero risk does not exist. It is important to establish acceptable risk for a

given technology and/or organisation. Death is part of life and is

necessary for the group to evolve. We must stop damning the future. The

development of a culture of audaciousness and the right to error is
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necessary in order to restore meaning to our life and encourage the spirit

of enterprise. It is enthusiasm that contributes to great achievements.

R11. Since the fear of taking a risk, for most of the population, stems mainly

from ignorance of the phenomena involved, a major effort should be

made to make these phenomena more readily understandable by the

general public. The media could play a major role in this. This process

should be monitored by credible, uncontested authorities.

PROVISIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
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PRESENTATION OF THE AIR AND

SPACE ACADEMY

In 1983, thirty-five leading figures from the fields of aeronautics and space joined

together to form an Academy of Air and Space, on the initiative of André Turcat.

The Académie nationale de l’Air et de l’Espace was officially founded in Toulouse,

the uncontested capital in these areas, whose municipality has since consistently

supported its actions. It was placed under the patronage of the ministers of

Industry and Research, Defence, Education and Transport. 

On 1st January 2007, it became the “Air and Space Academy”, its new statutes

embracing a European framework since they make no distinction between French

and European members.

Objectives

Its main mission is:

“To encourage the development of high quality scientific, technical and cultural

actions in the realms of Air and Space, promote knowledge in these areas and

constitute a focal point for activities”.

In the course of its work, the Academy organises a range of events: international

conferences, forums, lecture cycles, exhibitions, etc. often in collaboration with

other academies, associations, institutions, political and economic bodies.

It also publishes proceedings, reports, annals, a newsletter and other works. The

studies it carries out lead to recommendations dossiers, addressed to the relevant

authorities.

It also lends its support to various external events. 

Partners

The Academy’s partners include public or private organisations, educational

establishments, companies, etc. Our partners are invited to all sessions,

exhibitions, colloquia and other events and receive all our publications.

Over and above the financial and material support they provide, our partners

constitute an essential link with the realities of the aerospace world and thus

contribute to enriching our reflections. In return, the Academy has a duty to

objectivity in its deliberations and uses the interface of its wide network of

members and associated institutions to encourage suggestions from its partners

as to future areas of study.

International presence

Whilst continuing to develop its existing network of relationships with French

organisations, our Academy is also reinforcing and enriching its international
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associations, exploring new links with the following:

� European and international institutions (European Commission and

Parliament, EDA, Eurocontrol, ASD, EASA, ICAO, IATA …);

� the different space agencies (ESA, CNES, ASI, NASA, JAXA …);

� the various European and international aerospace and defence organisations

(Association of European Airlines, Council of European Aerospace Societies,

European Civil Aviation Conference, European Low Fares Airline Association,

European GNSS Supervisory Authority, European Regional Airlines, Airports

Council International Europe …).

Members

The Academy is composed of 90 to 120 Regular members from European

countries, and 20 Associate members (maximum) from countries outside of

Europe. It also comprises Honorary members, Correspondents and Emeritus

members. 

Our members are or have been leading players from all walks of aerospace life:

scientists, engineers, pilots, astronauts, doctors, manufacturers, economists,

lawyers, historians and artists all work together to achieve these essential goals,

thereby reinforcing the multidisplinary nature of the Academy.

Sections and Commissions

The Academy’s work is carried out mainly within the context of its Sections, each

with its particular field of study, and its Commissions, in order to examine wider

issues.

Regular members belong to different sections according to their type of activity:

Section I Scientific knowledge of Air and Space;

Section II Applied science and technology of Air and Space;

Section III Human presence and activity in Air and Space;

Section IV Ethics, law, sociology and economy of Air and Space;

Section V History, literature and arts of Air and Space.

Some commissions are permanent, others are charged with studying specific

problems concerning several sections, and with putting forward solutions. 

Life of the Academy

The Academy generally holds five sessions a year with the aim of encouraging an

exchange of ideas concerning important topical issues, and taking collective

decisions on possible actions. Each session is preceded by a board meeting.

The final session of the year, the Solemn Plenary Session, which traditionally

takes place in the Toulouse Town Hall, is the occasion for the Academy to present

its prizes and medals to laureates for remarkable achievements in the areas of Air

and Space, and to introduce its new members and board of governors.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF THE AIR

AND SPACE ACADEMY

Recent conference proceedings

(in the language of the presenter, English or French)

- Airports of the Future, 1995

- Mechanics, 1996

- Legal and Financial Aspects of Aviation Safety, 1997

- Media and Safety in Air Transport, 1998

- Air Traffic Safety: enhancing capacity and safety in European air transport?,

2000

- Europe and Space Debris, CDRom, 2003

- Engineers’ training; aeronautics and space, CDRom, 2004

- The contribution of Space to furthering knowledge and promoting a

humanist management of the planet, CDRom, 2004

- Aircraft and ATM Automation, CDRom, 2006

- Helicopters: missions and perspectives, CDRom, 2006

- Air Transport and the Energy Challenge, CDRom, 2007

- Aviation accidents: legal experts’ opinion, CDRom, 2008

- Scientific and fundamental aspects of the Galileo programme, 2008

- Risk-taking; a human necessity that must be managed, CDRom, 2008

Recent forum proceedings

(in French only)

n°17 Alarmes et conscience de la situation, 2003

n°18 Compétence du pilote, 2003

n°19 L’hélicoptère retrouve sa liberté, 2004

n°20 De 14 heures à 18 heures de vol, et au-delà ; évolution ou révolution,

2004

n°21 Vols très long-courriers, facteurs humains mis en jeu, 2005

n°22 Du bloc opératoire au cockpit d’un avion de ligne, 2006
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General works

(in French except where marked*)

- Le Nouveau Dédale, de Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 1801, réédition 1987

- Les Progrès de l’aviation par le vol plané, de F. Ferber, 1907, réédition 1987

- La Vie de l’avion commercial, sous la direction de P. Vellas, 1990

- Au temps de Clément Ader, sous la direction de P. Lissarrague, 1994

- Espace, science et médecine, 1994

- Coopération internationale entre industries aéronautiques et spatiales /

International cooperation between aerospace industries*, 1995

- Lettre-préface par Robert Esnault-Pelterie à l’Histoire Comique ou Voyage

dans la Lune de Cyrano de Bergerac, réédition 1997

- Impact de la flotte aérienne sur l’environnement atmosphérique et le climat,

rapport en collaboration avec l’Académie des sciences, 1997

- Joseph Czinczenheim tel que nous l’avons connu. Témoignages, 1998 

- Ciels des Hommes, anthologie, choix et présentation des textes par Lucien

Robineau, le cherche midi éditeur, 1999

- Henri Ziegler : Hommages et témoignages, 1999

- Un système de positionnement “Galileo” ; un enjeu stratégique, 

scientifique, technique, 2003, mise à jour 2008 / A positioning system,
Galileo: strategic, scientific and technical stakes* (2004)

- Dictionnaire historique des Français du Ciel, le cherche midi éditeur, 2005

- Lexique franglais-français de termes aéronautiques courants et recueil de

barbarismes usuels, 2009

- Annales 2001-2007, Tome 1: Travaux

Dossiers

For our bilingual dossiers series, please see page 3.

Newsletter

Two-monthly publication giving the latest news on our activities together with an

in-depth article on a specific theme.

Subscription

You can receive all the year’s publications by subscription, as well as full

information on our various activities. Please contact our secretarial staff for details

(+33 534 25 03 80 – publications@anae.fr) or consult our website www.air-space-

academy.org
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